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Abstract
Using a set-theoretic model of predicate transformers and ordered data types, we give a
total-correctness semantics for a typed higher-order imperative programming language that in-
cludes record extension, local variables, and procedure-type variables and parameters. The lan-
guage includes infeasible speci3cation constructs, for a calculus of re3nement. Procedures may
have global variables, subject to mild syntactic restrictions to avoid the semantic complications of
Algol-like languages. The semantics is used to validate simple proof rules for non-interference,
type extension, and calls of procedure variables and constants. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
For development of 3rst-order sequential imperative programs, methods based on
Floyd–Hoare logic and weakest preconditions are widely used (e.g. [6,24]). This paper
gives a foundation for extending such methods to higher-order and object-oriented pro-
grams in languages like Oberon, Java, Modula-3, and C++. The work is foundational
both in its focus on formal semantics and in its focus on Oberon, which has powerful
but relatively low-level features. Proof rules for higher-level features can be derived
from those validated in the sequel.
The semantics is based on transformers (i.e. weakest precondition predicate trans-
formers), to facilitate interpretation of speci3cation constructs (prescriptions and aux-
iliary variables) that have proved useful in the formal calculus of stepwise re3nement
and especially in data re3nement. 1 Transformer semantics is directly useful in pro-
gram derivation, and it is mathematically convenient both because commands denote
total functions and because there is a close relationship between weakest preconditions
E-mail address: naumann@cs.stevens-tech.edu (D.A. Naumann).
1 See [31] for a recent exposition of these topics. For connections between predicate- and state-transformer
semantics, a recent reference is [11].
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and correctness statements (i.e. Hoare triples). The literature on transformer semantics
deals with prescription, auxiliary variables, 2 assignment, local variables, control con-
structs, recursion, and 3rst-order procedures [9,18,23,31]. The present work interprets
these constructs along with three additional ones: procedure-type parameters, procedure
variables, and subtyping by record extension – keeping close to conventional languages
along the lines of Pascal, Ada, C++, Modula-3, Oberon, and Java. Such languages
are often considered to be “Algol-like”, but that term has come to have a narrower
meaning [45].
Algol is the most-studied higher-order imperative language and it poses diGcult se-
mantic problems [14,41] that remain the subject of active research [39,43,45,47,48] even
though it lacks stored procedures and subtyping which are found in the Oberon-like
languages mentioned above. Stored procedures (i.e. state variables of procedure type)
have important uses in system programming, including vectors of interrupt-handlers,
mobile code, and the implementation of late binding in object-oriented programming.
To facilitate eGcient implementation, problematic features are restricted in Oberon-
like languages. The crucial restriction is that external variables of stored procedures
are declared in the outermost scope only; “globals” are global to the whole program.
Other restrictions are imposed in proof rules for procedure calls [9,16,21,44] to pre-
clude forms of aliasing that are only amenable to reasoning in terms of pointers. Taken
together, these restrictions make possible a simple abstract semantics. We show that
the semantics validates practical proof rules as well as program equivalences that pose
challenges for Algol.
Operational soundness (“computational adequacy”) is well known for transformer
semantics of most of the 3rst-order program constructs. Formal proof of soundness is
beyond the scope of this paper, but a guiding objective is for the semantics to be simple
and conventional so that operational soundness is obvious for programs not containing
speci3cation constructs. The model is a standard set-theoretic one: Types denote sets
of values; subtypes are subsets; states map variables to values; predicates are sets of
states; commands denote transformers. In particular, procedure types denote sets of
transformers (with information about their external variables). Speci3cation constructs
denote transformers that need not be continuous or conjunctive, which precludes simple
state-transformer semantics. Meanings are assigned to typing judgements to cater for
conventional syntax without explicit types decorating commands. A typing rule for
state-space extension facilitates reasoning about interference, but makes it necessary to
prove a coherence theorem to show the semantics is well de3ned. Subtyping is achieved
without a subsumption rule, which would have complicated the coherence proof.
For brevity our language is called Io for Idealized Oberon. The syntax of Io has
been designed for technical and expository purposes (to irritate methodologists and
semanticists equally). Missing are modules, pointers, and recursively de3ned types.
Non-nested modules are a syntactic matter that requires no signi3cant modi3cation of
Io semantics [31], and inductive data types (tree-like structures) can be added without
2 Known by many names including rigid, speci3cation, ghost, and logical variables.
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Table 1
Notation. Rows in order by decreasing binding power, with equal power within
rows
[x :≈ f] (Q ← e) [x → f] (post3x) substitutions and overriding
: (left associative) function application
◦ : function composition, typing
; listing
 † function restriction, predicate lifting
⊗ ∪ × → ∼ ≈¿ set-theoretic operations
= ∈ ⊆ ˙ set-theoretic relations
∧ ∨ logic
(–; –B – : –) ≡⇒ typing judgements, logic (bind least tightly)
diGculty. Function types are included; they can be used to model pointers and arrays.
Objects can be modelled by records with procedure 3elds, but the type system is like
Oberon’s, requiring use of type tests and explicit coercions (casts) more like Java than
like the most-expressive object-oriented languages [1,20].
A full programming calculus is beyond the scope of this paper. A formal language
is given for predicates (because they appear in prescriptions), but not a formal sys-
tem of proof rules. We just prove selected semantic results that are essentially val-
idations of proof rules and program equivalences. In particular, we show that typed
correctness-statements can be used as predicates at higher types, even in the presence of
subtyping. 3 We also show how higher-level object-oriented constructs can be expressed
in Io.
Contents. Section 2 discusses the work in more detail. Section 3 presents the
syntax. Section 4 gives results about the typing rules. Section 5 gives the semantics
of data types. Section 6 gives the semantics of predicates, expressions and commands.
Section 7 shows properties of the semantics including coherence. Section 8 explores
the programming calculus. Table 1 summarizes notations.
An index of de3nitions follows the reference list. References are to accessible ex-
positions, not necessarily original sources. Details are included for the more diGcult
proofs; full proofs can be found in [37]. 4
3 There has been work on 3rst-order partial-correctness logics for programs with procedure-type parameters
[22], but higher-order logic seems more natural and practical [16,41,44], and perhaps essential for stored
procedures.
4 Most of the semantic de3nitions appear in the precursor paper [33], but an error has been corrected in
the semantics of procedure calls and constraints on aliasing have been simpli3ed.
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2. Overview and related work
In Algol and Oberon-like languages, commands are a central kind of phrase but
there is no explicit typing of commands. Instead, a command like x :=y is allowed
in any context where at least x; y are declared (and have compatible types). In some
theoretical work, the state space of a command is completely speci3ed, e.g., in most
work on transformer semantics there is a single 3xed state space for all commands.
In Idealized Algol, there is a single-type comm of commands, but the semantics is
typed in that it gives a family of interpretations of comm, one for each possible state
space [40].
Io has an explicit type com(x :T ) for commands in state space with exactly variable
(or list of variables) x of type T . With minor exceptions, such types do not appear in
Io programs; instead, they are assigned by a typing system that formalizes the way a
compiler checks declarations and uses. Variables and expressions are given data types
T which are generated from built-in types B by the following rule:
T ::=B | bool | T × T | T →T | record(F :T ) | proc(x :T var x :T ) (1)
Data type assignments to variables are generated by
 ::=∅ | ; x :T (2)
where T is a data type. Command types have the form com(), where  is a data-
type assignment to variables. For example, an assignment x := 0 can be given type
com(x : int; y :bool). The type of predicates over  is pr().
Procedure types are designed to be close to those in languages like C and Oberon
with stored procedures: The type proc(x : T var y : U ) is for procedures with value
parameter x and value-result parameter y. The type does not give any information about
external variables. Procedure types designate speci3c parameter names, so (pro x′ :
T var y′ :U • body) does not have type proc(x : T var y :U ) with x′; y′ distinct from
x; y. This simpli3es the exposition but is not essential; see Section 9.
A call Q(e; w) of an Oberon procedure in the scope of a declaration
procedure Q(x :T ; var y :U ); begin body end Q;
is written as follows, using a constant de3nition and procedure abstraction (like
〈val x; var y | body〉 in [5, Section 6]):
(let Q = (pro x :T var y :U • body) • : : : call Q(e; w) : : :):
Recursion is not provided by let but by a separate construct rec for recursive com-
mands. Recursive procedures can be de3ned using rec and local variables [37]. Like
let, lambda abstractions bind constants, which are distinguished from variables because
constants are referentially transparent.
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2.1. Global–local partition
Stored procedures may have external variables, but they must be bound in the outer-
most scope – so they will appear in command types and will not be bound by the
local-variable construct (var x : T • : : :). The implementation-motivated restrictions
found in Oberon-like languages are even more restrictive. 5 We use the term stored
procedures to include those that are passed as arguments (because value and result
parameters are interpreted like assignments). We impose the restriction on externals of
all procedures, to avoid boring technical complications. Variables are partitioned into
Globals and Locals: only Locals can be bound as parameters and by var ; only Globals
can be externals of procedures.
The following command, which is semantically equivalent to x := 0 : com(x : int),
stores a procedure that has an external variable:
(var pv :proc() • pv := (pro • x := 0) ; call pv) : com(x : int)
Neither of the following commands are allowed, for any :
(var x : int • call (pro • x := 0)) : com()
(var x : int; pv :proc() • pv := (pro • x := 0) ; call pv) : com()
The reason is that x has to be Local to be bound by var and it has to be Global
to be an external of the procedure. The 3rst of these two examples does not involve
stored procedures; there is little diGculty – and even less illumination – in extending
the language to allow non-local references of this kind.
Because external variables of procedures are the only covert channel of interference
in Io, the semantics validates a restricted form of the “invariance rule” of Hoare logic:
if x is Local and ’ independent from x then, for any p : com(x : T ), { }p{} implies
{ ∧ ’}p{ ∧ ’} (this is Theorem 8.3).
In application of the results of this paper, the notion of Global would be re3ned
to distinguish the exported globals of each module. The rules given here would be
modi3ed to treat as Local all variables except the externals in the current module and
its explicitly designated imports (and externals of imported procedures).
2.2. Local variables, modules, and objects
Many idiomatic uses of higher-order procedures use external variables precisely be-
cause they are global. Aside from specialized examples, the main idiom that is incom-
patible with our restriction is an encoding of objects (in the sense of object-oriented
programming) which has been proposed for Algol-like languages, as in the following
5 C, C++ and Java have no local procedures. Oberon does not allow local procedures to be assigned to
variables or passed as arguments. Modula-3 does not allow them to be assigned to variables – but because
they are allowed to be passed as arguments, it is not possible to statically detect assignments of locals to
variables. ML allows references to functions but it conPates assignable variables with references, precluding
standard Hoare-style rules.
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example written in psuedo-code:
var n : int;
procedure init() • n := 0 end init;
procedure val(var v : int) • v := n end val;
n := 0 ;
P(init; val)
(3)
Here P is some procedure, declared in an enclosing context, that uses init and val to
manipulate a counter; thanks to scoping rules P cannot access local variable n directly.
This example may be seen as an encoding of a stack-allocated object. (But note that
objects are typically heap-allocated.) This kind of example causes diGculties in the
semantics of Algol, and it is disallowed in Io because the external variable n of init
and val is bound as a Local variable by var. The example treats n as a local variable
to control its scope; it is external to init and val to control its extent (i.e. so its value
is retained between calls). In languages like Oberon, extent is less entangled with
scope owing to modules (or classes and class variables in Java). Example (3) can be
structured as the following two modules, in which n should be viewed as Global but
not exported from ctr:
mod ctr;
export init; val;
var n : int;
procedure init() • n := 0 end init;
procedure val(var v : int) • v := n end val;
end ctr;
mod use;
import ctr;
procedureP() • : : : ctr:init : : : ctr:val(: : :) : : : end P
end use;
A more common representation of objects is by means of records, which also admits
heap allocation. Here 3elds would be used both for n and for init and val; again n
would not be exported. So, as it would be programmed in practice, the example is
expressible in Io (suitably augmented with modules).
There is a subtlety in the treatment of objects as records in Io. For the preceding
example, an appropriate record type is
record(n : int; init :proc(var s :T ); val :proc(var s :T; v : int)); (4)
where T abbreviates record(n : int). Fields init and val provide for so-called methods,
i.e. procedures bound to the object, with a “self”-parameter s to which the record is
passed. If x is a variable of this type, a call of the init method takes the form x:init(x)
as in Oberon, but the 3eld init is not part of the argument type for init. We cannot
take T to be (4) because recursive types are not included. Such types are incompatible
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with prescriptions in procedure bodies (although recursion through the type constructors
other than → and proc is admissible with no change to the model). But subtyping
does make it possible for an argument of type (4) to be passed to val, as discussed in
the sequel. An initializing assignment for x can use the record constructor:
let INIT = (pro var s :T • s := s(n : 0))
VAL = (pro var s :T; v : int • v := s:n)
• x := (rcd init = INIT; val = VAL; n = 0)
To avoid the need for recursively de3ned semantic domains we also stratify types;
the typing rules disallow commands like pv := (pro x :T var y :U • : : : pv : : :) (the left
occurrence of pv would have higher rank than its occurrence inside the pro expression).
Such self-modifying programs are seldom considered to be in good taste.
2.3. Subtyping
For subtype polymorphism, a record type T may be de3ned by extension from a
record type T ′, i.e. type T adds 3elds to the 3elds of T ′. In Io, this is manifested in
typing rules that use the structural subtype relation b that partially orders data types. 6
Record extension is interpreted very simply: Record types give positive information,
in that values of type record(F :T ) are records with 3eld F and possibly other 3elds;
in the model, b is set inclusion.
The de3nition of b makes record 3elds, pairs, and the targets of function types
covariant; function arguments and procedure parameters are invariant. The “declaration”
subtyping (and equivalence) of Oberon is more restrictive but has the same underlying
semantics. Write T ≡ T ′ for type equivalence, meaning that T and T ′ are syntactically
identical up to order of 3eld and parameter lists, e.g. record(x :T; y :U ) ≡ record(y :
U; x :T ). We lift b to lists in the evident way.
Denition 2.1. The structural subtyping T bT ′ holds just if (a) T ≡ T ′, (b) T ≡
U × V and T ′ ≡ U ′ × V ′ with U bU ′ and V bV ′, (c) T ≡ U →V , T ′ ≡ U →V ′
and V bV ′, or (d) T; T ′ are record types and for each 3eld F of T ′ with type U ′, F
is also a 3eld of T where it has type U such that U bU ′.
On the face of it, the subtyping relation on procedure types in Io is restrictive as
compared with covariant and contravariant subtyping in some languages and theories
[1,13,20]. Moreover, there is no subsumption rule. The main reason for not using
contravariance for function arguments and value parameters 7 is that b would not
correspond exactly to ⊆ in the semantics. There are evident coercion functions that
could be used to interpret b and to interpret a general rule of subsumption, but this
would complicate reasoning about subtypes. Nevertheless, our typing rules allow value
6 b would not be antisymmetric if parameter names were not signi3cant; see Section 9.
7 For example, T ′b T would imply proc(x :T )b proc(x :T ′).
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parameters and function arguments to be subtypes, giving the eQect of covariance,
contravariance, and subsumption (e.g. rules (assign) and (with) in Table 6).
As an example, suppose T bT ′. Then record(F :T )b record(F :T ′) and expressions
of type record(F : T ) can be passed as value parameters and function arguments and
assigned to variables of type record(F : T ′). Assignments x:F := e to record 3elds
labeled F are written x := x(F : e) using an update expression, like the usual way of
reasoning about arrays [24,44]. If x is declared to have type record(F :T ′; G :U ), and
e : T , then x(F : e) : record(F : T ′; G :U ) and in particular this update expression is
allowed in the assignment x := x(F :e).
In Oberon, type guards (Java’s “casts”) are used in expressions like x(T ) to assert
that the dynamic type of x is T (when its declared type is T ′ with T bT ′) and to
allow its use as such; a trap results if the value of x does not have type T ′. To avoid
modeling traps or allowing unde3ned expressions, we use only a command constructor
like Oberon’s regional-type guard (which also captures a common idiom in Java):
(with x :T do p) executes p if x has dynamic type T and diverges otherwise. Type T
is assumed for x in p. We have the following proof rule: if {’}p{ } then
{(x is T ) ∧ ’} with x : T do p {(x is T ) ∧  }:
Here ’ and  can be predicates for x : T , taken as predicates for x : T ′ in the displayed
correctness statement. This rule is validated in Section 8.2, which also describes how
with is used for calls like x: init(x) mentioned following (4) above.
In Section 8.2, we show that Io can express the principal idioms of conventional
object-oriented programming, at the cost of an operationally superPuous local variable
to encode calls of inherited methods. The bene3t is that the type system has neither
recursion nor quanti3cation, both of which are needed to express inheritance more
directly [1,20], and both of which entail a considerably more complex semantics that
is not compatible with free use of prescriptions and auxiliary variables. Free use of
speci3cation constructs is very natural in this setting, because objects are typically
speci3ed through a combination of inherited code and functional speci3cation.
2.4. Re8nement and predicates at higher type
A notion of speci3cation determines a relation of re3nement on programs: pp′
means p′ meets every speci3cation that p meets. That is, p′ is as good as p for all
purposes. From a methodological point of view it is crucial for a language’s constructs
to be monotonic with respect to  , because that means it is possible to make local
improvements: Programs are developed by stepwise re3nement of component parts.
Here we are interested in total correctness so pp′ should mean the following: for
all ’;  , {’}p{ } implies {’}p′ { }. This can be achieved by de3ning  to be the
pointwise order on transformers; the equivalence follows from the fact that {’}p{ }
iQ ’⊆ <p=: , where <p= is the transformer denoted by p. (Here and in Section 8 we
do not distinguish between syntax and semantics for state predicates.) In a triple like
{x= a} x := x + 1{x= a + 1}, auxiliary variable a is universally quanti3ed, implicitly
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(cf. (31) in Section 8). We do not formalize correctness statements for commands, but
rather use re3nement with prescriptions and auxiliaries (aux a :T • : : :); this has more
expressive power. There are a number of variations on prescriptions in the literature
on re3nement calculus; our prescription (fra x pre ’ post  ) is just diQerent notation
for Morgan’s [31] command x : [’;  ]. This “imaginary program” modi3es at most the
frame x and establishes  from any initial state satisfying ’. It is re3ned by p just if
p writes only to x and satis3es {’}p { }.
Reasoning about procedure constants goes slightly beyond basic Hoare logic by al-
lowing implications between correctness statements [44,46] (alternatively, conventional
Hoare logic can be enriched with environments [16,41]). Reasoning about procedure
variables goes beyond Hoare logic in that correctness statements are taken to be (higher-
order) state predicates. The correctness statement {’}call pv(){ } can be interpreted
as a predicate of pv as follows: # ∈ <{’}call pv(){ }= just if ’⊆ #:pv: , where #:pv
is the value of procedure variable pv in state #. Formally, we use typed correctness
statements that include auxiliary variables, e.g.
(pro aux a pre z = a post z = a+ 1pv) : pr(pv :proc()) :
This predicate is true only in states where z is an external of pv and is incremented by
calls of the value of pv (a; z are Bound variables). This higher-order predicate allows
formulation of proof rules for calls of procedure variables much like the usual rules for
procedure constants except that correctness of the called procedure is a precondition
instead of a hypothesis:
{’ ∧ (pro aux a pre ’ post  pv)} call pv() { }
(This is Theorem 8.6.)
Besides its signi3cance for stepwise re3nement, monotonicity is a technical necces-
sity for the semantics of recursion and for use of category-theoretic results to show
completeness of the re3nement laws [29,34,36]. The following consideration leads us
to an interpretation of predicates that is midway between the most naive (arbitrary
sets) and the one most common in program semantics (Scott opens). In an assignment
pv :=p to a procedure variable pv, expression p can be a procedure constant whose
body is subject to re3nement. Unfortunately, the standard semantics of assignment fails
to be monotonic in p with respect to  . For example, if pp′ then the assignment
pv :=p′ fails to establish the postcondition pv=p, so it does not re3ne the assignment
pv :=p.
Our solution is to take as predicates not all sets of states but rather all those that
are closed upward under re3nement (sometimes called the Alexandrov topology). 8
Unlike the equality pv=p, the re3nement pvp is monotonic as a predicate on
pv (although for interesting procedures p it fails to be Scott-open). Note that the
restriction to monotonic predicates precludes pv′pv as a predicate on pv′. In practice,
8 Alternatively, the problem can be 3nessed by using a generalized assignment pv : p, but generalized
assignments need not be deterministic or continuous, and important laws fail [34].
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such a predicate is not needed; instead of a correctness statement like {true}pv :=
pv′{pv′pv} we can use {papv′}pv := pv′{papv} with auxiliary variable pa.
The logic of monotonic predicates is intuitionistic (cf. [49]), but this is unobtrusive
because there is little practical need for negations of correctness predicates.
In the model, we treat all types as preordered sets (not necessarily complete or
countable). Ground types like bool and int should be ordered discretely so that equality
is an admissible predicate for them (and for function types involving them) and so
that negation is classical for them. Procedures are ordered by re3nement for the reason
explained above, and records are ordered by the natural order induced by 3eld extension
and re3nement. Section 8.2 discusses intuitionistic negation for record types.
2.5. Program equivalences
In reasoning about example (3) one expects that P cannot alter n except through
calls to init; this is expressed in laws like the following:
(var x : int • x := 0 ; p) = p if x is not free in p. (5)
This law holds in Io and in some models of Algol; see Section 8.5.
Io includes lambda abstractions only for state-independent expressions, so such func-
tions are referentially transparent. The procedure mechanism is independent from the
computation mechanism in the sense that recursion is a separate construct and calls of
procedure constants can be eliminated by the copy rule (Theorem 8.11). Procedures can
depend functionally on constants. For example, let H be the procedure-valued function
([P : int→ int • (pro var x • x := P(x))) : (int→ int)→ proc(var x : int):
It is passed the successor function in this command that increments z:
call H ([Q : int • Q + 1)(z) : com(z : int):
By beta-equivalence (Theorem 8.9) and de3nition of H , this is equivalent to
call (pro var x : int • x := ([Q : int • Q + 1)(x))(z) : com(z : int)
and also to call (pro var x : int • x := x + 1)(z) : com(z : int). By the copy rule and
program calculus this is equivalent to (z := z + 1) : com(z : int).
2.6. Related work
Work on higher-order procedures has been discussed above. There seems to have
been little work on semantics and veri3cation for procedure variables except as they
arise implicitly in object-oriented languages. For semantics of such languages, Kamin
and Reddy [25] study denotational models of inheritance using local variables and
recursive record types for a deterministic class-based language without speci3cation
constructs. Cook and Palsberg [15] model inheritance in a similar way, and show
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correctness with respect to an operational model of method lookup (that does not
model other aspects like state variables). The ideas on which these models are based
have seen considerable use in type-theoretic studies [1,19], where operational semantics
has predominated.
An operational semantics is given in [3] for partial correctness of a language with
object references and parallelism with CSP-like communication but neither shared vari-
ables nor subtyping. Using a similar language and semantics, America and de Boer [4]
show soundness and completeness of a partial-correctness logic that deals with refer-
ences and dynamically evolving process structures.
Abadi and Leino [2] use a relational model to show soundness of a Hoare logic for
a language, based on the object calculus of [1], which is similar to Io in supporting
an instance-oriented style of subtyping. Like Io, the language does not include classes
or visibility controls, but it goes beyond Io in having references and aliasing. Leavens
[27] shows soundness of a Hoare logic for a language with subtyping but not side-
eQects; as in subsequent work [17,28] the emphasis is on interaction between algebraic
speci3cation and subtyping.
Much of the work on objects and re3nement has been concerned with issues in
speci3cation [26]. Sekerinski [30] uses transformers as a semantic framework in which
a limited form of inheritance is considered (new classes can override but not add
methods), but no laws are proved. Utting and Robinson [51] propose an object-oriented
re3nement calculus using a very syntactic model of inheritance; the main result is
con3rmation that behavioral subclassing is needed for modular reasoning. Bonsangue
et al. [12] use action systems to model classes, with parallel composition of in3nitely
many action systems to model the potential instances of a class.
3. Syntax
The syntax for data types is given in (1) above. This section gives the rest of the
context-free syntax as well as the context-sensitive typing rules.
The syntax is generated from the following given sets: 9
– variables, with typical elements x; y; z; w; pv
– constants, with typical elements P;Q
– record 3eld labels, with typical elements F;G
– built-in types, with typical element B
– built-in constants, with typical element c
– built-in predicates, with typical element A
Type assignments to constants are generated by
' ::= ∅|';Q : T |';Q : com() (6)
9 I indulge in harmless use-mention confusions involving variables and meta-variables.
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Table 2
Grammar rules. [; pro; var; aux; rec; let are binders.
R :: = A | R ⇒ R | R ∧ R | R ∨ R | ¬R | (∀x : T • R) | (∃ x : T • R)
| e is T type test
| (pro x :T var x :T aux x :T pre R post R x) correctness predicate
e ::= c | x | Q | e(e) | e:F | e(F :e)
| (rcd F = e) record formation
| ([Q :T • e) function abstraction
| (pro x :T var x :T • p) procedure abstraction
p ::= Q | skip | x := e | call e(e; x) | p ; p | p  p | (if e then p else p)
| (with x :T do p) type guard
| (var x :T • p) local variable
| (let Q :T = e • p) local constant
| (rec Q :com() • p) recursion
| (fra x pre R post R) prescription
| (aux x :T • p) auxiliary variable
Constants of command type are needed for binding by the recursion construct. For
minor technical reasons explained later, we assume each variable or constant identi3er
is implicitly associated with some 3xed type, and we require that the type of each
identi3er in a type assignment is its 3xed type.
The typing rules are considerably simpli3ed by allowing “x” to stand for a possibly
empty list of variables. Similarly for data types T , constants Q, type assignments x :T ,
and expressions e. We make no distinction between a single entity and a singleton list.
Lists are needed where order matters, e.g. matching arguments to parameters; more
often, lists are used to represent sets and 3nite functions, and the notation is abused
accordingly. A list is disjoint if no element occurs more than once.
Predicate formulas R, expressions e, and commands p are generated by the rules in
Table 2. Note that (∀x: T • R) is a predicate formula, whereas quanti3cation in the
meta-theory is written (∀x : : : : : : : :). Similarly, bold font and a fat dot distinguish
function abstractions like ([Q :T • : : :) in the object language from abstractions like
()* : *∈X : : : :) in the meta-theory. In Section 5, the notation (∀x • ’) is de3ned
for an operation on sets of states.
We refrain from formalizing the use of predicates as Boolean expressions. Our se-
mantics would admit all predicates as expressions, as in re3nement calculus; of course,
correctness predicates and quanti3ers have no place in concrete code.
A collection of built-in typed predicates A :pr() and constants c :T are assumed to
be given; a reasonable collection would include arithmetic, Boolean operators, equality
tests on built-in types, projections, and formation of pairs. 10
10 Built-ins could be replaced by de3ned constants in a standard environment. But this way avoids the need
for environments in correctness statements, and is convenient in data re3nement [35].
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The typing rule for procedures imposes a strati3cation condition. The rank of a type
(or list of types) T is the depth of nesting of proc (but not depth of → ):
rank:B= 0 (built-in)
rank:(T; U ) =max:(rank:T; rank:U ) (lists)
rank:(record(F :T )) = rank:T
rank:(T × U ) =max:(rank:T; rank:U )
rank:(T →U ) =max:(rank:T; rank:U )
rank:(proc(x :T var y :U )) = 1 + max:(rank:T; rank:U )
3.1. Type assignments and typings
Rules (2) and (6) give the form of type assignments, but we impose the context-
sensitive requirement that identi3ers are not repeated. In fact, we abuse notation and
say a type assignment is a function from identi3ers to types, with 3nite domain. Thus
if x is not in the domain of  (written dom:) then ; x :T abbreviates  ∪ {x → T},
and :y is the type of y if y∈dom:. Because x can stand for a list, our abuse of
notation means “x∈dom:” can as well be written “x⊆dom:”.
The notion of bound constant is standard: Constant Q is bound by [ in ([Q :T • e),
and by rec in (recQ :com() • p). The fat dot begins the scope of a binding, e.g. let
binds Q in p in (letQ :T = e • p). A constant is free in an expression or command if
it is not bound. We take for granted the notion of capture-avoiding textual substitution
of expression e for constant Q in expression or command f, written f(Q ← e). For
bound variables of pro expressions and constants we need a non-standard de3nition;
as a reminder, the terms Free and Bound are capitalized in reference to variables.
Denition 3.1 (Bound and free variables). As usual, x is Bound by aux and by var.
Neither with nor fra are binders; neither skip nor built-in constants have Free variables.
The Free variables of (fra x pre R post R′) are x plus those of R; R′. The Free variables
of a procedure-type variable pv are just pv itself, as with any variable. Not only x and
y but all the Free variables of p are Bound in (pro x :T vary :U • p). For constants Q,
we de3ne that Q has no Free variables unless its type is com() for some , in which
case its Free variables are dom:. 11 In correctness predicates (pro x :T var y :U aux a :
V pre R post Rpv), all variables are Bound except pv. For all other expressions and
commands the de3nition is as usual.
The notion of Free variable for pro expressions may seem strange, but in proce-
dure variables we confront a similar situation. In the command call pv where pv is a
procedure-type variable, the Free variable is pv; but in a given state the value of pv
11 It is in order for this case of the de3nition to be independent of the context that we assume constants
have a 3xed, implicitly associated type.
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will be a procedure with variables of its own. The value of a procedure expression
does not depend on the value of its variables, although those variables do come into
play in the meaning of procedure calls. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 con3rm the usefulness
of these de3nitions. Note that command types like com(x :T ) involve what is in some
sense a “binding” of T to x. But these are not considered to be bindings, e.g. x is Free
in (rec Q :com(x : int) • : : : Q : : :).
Denition 3.2. A predicate typing is a judgement of the form R : pr(). An expres-
sion typing has the form '; B e : T where e is an expression, not a list thereof.
A command typing has the form 'Bp : com() where, again, p is not a list.
The derivable typings are those which have derivations using allowed instances of
the rules to follow. An allowed instance of a rule is one such that:
– In typing '; B e : T , the Bound variables of e are disjoint from dom: – except
that  may include externals of pro-expressions.
– In 'Bp : com() the Bound variables of p are disjoint from dom:, except for
externals.
– In R : pr(), the Bound variables are disjoint from dom:, again with the exception
of externals.
– The rules for built-in predicates and built-in constants can only be instantiated in
terms of the types we assume given, as indicated in the rules.
The de3nitions and rules are designed so that in a derivable typing no variable
has more than one binding occurrence. A command typing 'Bp : com() has no re-
declarations just if no variable in dom: has a binding occurrence in p, and no variable
has more than one binding occurrence in p except for externals of pro-expressions.
Similarly for expression typings. In the absence of re-declarations, lexical scope comes
for free and we avoid bothersome renamings in the semantics of rules (var), (aux),
and (call). There are no such diGculties with constants and the restriction for variables
is not essential. 12
3.2. Typing rules
Selected rules for predicate formulas appear in Table 3. Rule (use exp) allows
program expressions to appear in predicate formulas. Rule (corr) is bigger than it
is interesting. It types a predicate on a procedure variable pv of type proc(x : T var
y :U ). The pre- and post-conditions are predicates on the parameters x; y, auxiliary a,
and global variable z. We refrain from bothering with de3ned constants in predicate
12 Re-use of variable identi3ers is a standard feature of block-structured languages, but for formal reasoning
they are rather a bother due to the need for renamings [5]. With the use of modules to control scope,
re-declaration ceases to be much of an issue; moreover, if 'Bp : com() is derivable without constraint
on re-declarations, then so is 'Bp′ : com() where p′ is some renaming of p such that p′ has no
re-declarations.
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Table 3
Typing of selected predicates.
R : pr(; x :T ) ∅; ; x :T B e : T
(use exp)
R(x ← e) : pr(; x :T )
(A : pr() is given)
( pred built in)
A : pr(; x :T )
∅; B e : T ′ T b T ′
(is)
(e is T ) : pr()
R : pr() R′ : pr()
(⇒)
(R ⇒ R′) : pr()
R : pr(; x :T )
(∀)
(∀x :T • R) : pr()
R : pr(x :T; y :U; z :V; a :W ) R′ : pr(x :T; y :U; z :V; a :W )
(corr)
(pro x :T var y :Uaux a :Wpre R post R′pv) : pr(pv :proc(x :T var y :U ))
Table 4
Structural rules for typing.
'; B e : T
(exp env)
'; Q :U ; B e : T
'Bp : com()
(com env)
'; Q :T Bp : com()
'; B e : T
(exp sta)
'; ; x :U B e : T
R : pr()
(pred sta)
R : pr(; x :T )
'Bp : com() x Local
(com sta)
'Bp : com(; x :T )
typings, so the expressions in rules (use exp) and (is) are typed with an empty context
(but built-in constants may appear).
The structural rules in Table 4 allow the environment and state space to be extended.
These rules are not necessary (Lemma 4.5), as state-extension is built into rules like
(use var) and (com const). But they are very convenient for dealing with interference
in proving re3nement laws like (5) (e.g. Theorems 8.3 and 8.12).
Table 5 gives the rules for expressions. Rule (proc) ensures that external variables
of procedures are Globals. The rules also ensure that only Locals are Bound by var,
by aux, and as parameters by pro. So it is only for Globals that our notion of Free
variable diQers from the standard one.
The rules for commands are in Table 6. If r : T; r′ : T ′ are records and T ′ b T
then the semantics of r := r′ gives r the extra 3elds of r′ (and r′ := r is ill-typed). In
Oberon terminology the dynamic type of r becomes T ′. (For implementation reasons
this is the semantics in Oberon only for pointer types and reference parameters.) Rule
(assign) embodies this interpretation. Projection is expressible in Io by assignment
r := r(F : (r′:F)) to individual 3elds. The notation −→e is used in rules (record), (assign),
and (call) to abbreviate an antecedent consisting of a list of typings, one for each
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Table 5
Typing of expressions.
(use const)
'; Q :T ; BQ : T
(use var)
' ; ; x :T B x : T
(c : T is given)
(built in)
'; B c : T
'; B e : record(F :T; G :U )
(select)
'; B e:F : T
'; B e : record(F :T; G :U ) '; B e′ : T ′ T ′b T
(update)
'; B e(F : e′) : record(F :T; G :U )
'; B−→e : T
(record)
'; B (rcd F = −→e ) : record(F :T )
'; Bf : T →U '; B e : T ′ T ′b T
(apply)
'; Bf(e) : U
'; Q :U ; ∅B e : T
(abstract)
'; B ([Q :U • e) : U → T
'Bp : com(x :T; y :U; z :V ) x; y Local z Global rank:V ≤ rank:(T; U )
(proc)
'; B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T var y :U )
expression in a list −→e . Multiple assignment is allowed: x in (assign) can be any
disjoint list of variables, with −→e a corresponding list of expressions and T a list of
types (disjointness of x is forced because it appears in a type assignment). Similarly,
in rule (record) F can be a list of 3eld labels. In rule (rec), P and q are in the same
state space to facilitate a simple 3xpoint interpretation. In (let), the empty state space
for e ensures that the expression bound to a constant cannot depend on the state, lest
it fail to be “constant” (cf. rule (abstract)).
3.3. Procedure expressions and calls
In rule (proc), x; y; z may be lists, possibly empty, but the antecedent of the rule
ensures that they are disjoint. The restriction on rank of V strati3es procedures so there
is a simple set-theoretic interpretation of procedure types. 13 Like rules (built-in) and
(abstract), rule (proc) does not constrain . It can be instantiated with  := ∅, but
other instantiations will be needed, e.g. in the proof of Lemma 4.5. The peculiarity
of Algol-like type-systems is evident in rule (proc): The external variable z does not
appear in the type proc(x var y) in the conclusion of rule. Recall that, by de3nition,
z (along with x; y) is Bound by pro.
As an example, the typing
'; ∅B (pro • z := z) : proc() (7)
13 This does not limit expressiveness because there are closed expressions at every rank which can be used
as dummy arguments.
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Table 6
Typing of commands
(com const)
'; Q : com()BQ : com(; x :T )
(skip)
'B skip : com()
'Bp : com() 'Bp′ : com()
(seq)
'B (p ; p′) : com()
'Bp : com() 'Bp′ : com()
(choice)
'B (p  p′) : com()
R : pr(; x :T ) R′ : pr(; x :T )
(prescript)
'B (fra x pre R post R′) : com(; x :T )
'; B e : bool 'Bp : com() 'Bp′ : com()
(if)
'B (if e then p else p′) : com()
'; ; x :T B−→e : T ′ T ′b T
(assign)
'B (x := −→e ) : com(; x :T )
'Bp : com(; x :T ′) T ′b T
(with)
'B (with x :T ′ do p) : com(; x :T )
'; B e : proc(x :T var y :U ) '; B−→e ′ : T ′ T ′b T :w ≡ U w Local
(call)
'B (call e(−→e ′; w)) : com()
'; Q :T Bp : com() '; ∅B e : T
(let)
'B (let Q :T = e • p) : com()
'; P :com()B q : com()
(rec)
'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T )
'Bp : com(; x :T ) x Local
(var)
'B (var x :T • p) : com()
'Bp : com(; x :T ) x Local
(aux)
'B (aux x :T • p) : com()
is derivable, if the rank of the external variable z is zero, as is the rank of the empty
parameter list. Without 3xed types associated with variables, the semantics of (7) would
depend on its derivation, to give a type to z. Calls of this procedure diverge except in
state spaces where z is present.
There is a well known program transformation that replaces a call Q(e) of a proce-
dure named Q with the command
(var x :T • x := e ; p) (8)
where x is the value parameter of Q, p is the body of Q, and x is not free in e.
The type compatibility rule then follows from rule (assign) in Table 6. Result and
value-result parameters can be treated similarly: if Q has a value-result parameter y of
type U , then a call Q(w) with w of type U ′ is transformed to
(var y :U • y := w ; p ; w := y): (9)
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Compatibility for the 3rst assignment depends on U ′ b U , and for the second U b U ′,
thus the requirement U ≡ U ′ embodied by rule (call) in Table 6. Implicit in the rule
is that w is in dom:, so :w is de3ned. 14
Rule (call) ensures that there is no aliasing between w and externals of e, even if e is
a variable, because externals must be Global. If w is a list it must be disjoint (because
it appears in a type assignment), which prevents aliasing among result parameters.
4. Properties of the typing system
This section shows that the typing rules make sense and that the constraints ensure
proper scope and visibility of variables. The most important results are that deriv-
able typings have canonical derivations and those are unique; this is the basis for
Theorem 7.9 which says the semantics de3ned inductively on derivations is a function
of typings, i.e. is independent of derivation. A canonical derivation of a typing is
one in which there are no instances of the structural rules in Table 4. For brevity
I write “'Bp : com()” to mean “'Bp : com() is derivable”, and the same for
expression and predicate typings.
Lemma 4.1. If '; B e : T then the Free variables (resp. free constants) of e are in
dom: (resp. dom:'). If 'Bp : com() then the Free variables (resp. free constants)
of p are in dom: (resp. dom:'). If R : pr() then the Free variables of R are in
dom:.
The proof is a straightforward inspection of the rules (formally, an induction on
typing derivations), and the same is true for the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. If '; B e :T then '′; ′B e :T where '′; ′ are the restrictions to
constants and variables that occur Free in e. If ' Bp : com() then '′ Bp : com(′)
where '′; ′ are the restrictions to Free variables and constants of p. If R : pr()
then R : pr(′) for ′ the restriction of  to Free variables of R.
Recall that the Free variables of a constant Q :com() are dom:. If Q was taken to
have no Free variables then Lemma 4.2 would fail because Q :com()BQ :com(∅) is
not derivable. We have no need to formalize it, but there is a minimal sensible typing
for each command, namely that all externals are in its global state space.
Lemma 4.3. If '; B e :T and '; B e :U then T ≡ U .
Lemma 4.4. A derivable typing has at most one canonical derivation.
14 Replacing  by ; w :U might make it easier to read, but this rule makes for simpler proofs.
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Proof. Aside from the structural rules there is one typing rule for each expression
form and one for each command form. Thus, a derivation without structural rules of
a typing like 'B (var x : T •p) : com() ends in the introduction rule for the main
constructor, in this case (var) for var. By induction, a canonical derivation is uniquely
determined by a typing.
Lemma 4.5. If a typing is derivable then it has a canonical derivation.
The lengthy proof is in the appendix. One of the main diGculties in devising the
rules is for this result to go through. The typing x :T in rules (rec) and (com const)
in Table 6 permits state extension like that provided by rule (com sta), in order for
(com sta) to be eliminable.
In order to formulate a beta-equivalence result (Theorem 8.9), we need the following
two results; the straightforward proofs are omitted.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose '; ∅B e′ :U . If '; P :U ; B e :T then '; B e(P← e′) :T . And
if '; P :U B q : com() then 'B q(P← e′) : com().
Lemma 4.7. If 'B (letQ :T=e•p):com() then'Bp(Q←e):com() and'; ∅B e:T .
5. Data types, predicates and transformers
This section de3nes the semantics of data types, along with notions related to pred-
icates and transformers, as background for the semantics in Section 6. The following
conventions are used for identi3ers: f; g for functions, j; k for values, #; 2 for states,
’;  for predicates. Results in this section have straightforward proofs that are omitted.
5.1. Data types other than procedures
Each type T is to be interpreted as a preordered set <T =. Besides parsimony, the
reason not to require antisymmetry of these order relations is that the order on proce-
dures values, de3ned later in this section, is not antisymmetric if parameter renaming
is taken into account (see Section 9).
We assume given for each built-in type B a set <B= of values and a preorder relation
 on <B=. For the results in this paper, there is no need to require data types to be
non-empty, but empty types have implications for laws of logic and re3nement. All of
the type-constructors preserve non-emptinesss.
De3ne <bool== {true; false}, ordered by equality. This is needed so that conditionals
have the standard operational meaning and are monotonic in their guards. Moreover,
negation is monotonic and hence is admissible as a built-in constant.
The data-type constructors × and → are interpreted by the usual order-theoretic
de3nitions: <T × U == <T = × <U = and <T →U == <T =→ <U = (the latter being the set of
monotonic functions).
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Values of a record-type record(F :T ) are labeled tuples with 3eld(s) F of appropriate
type, i.e. mappings from labels to values. To treat type extension we add all records
with additional 3elds: <record(F :T )= is de3ned to be the set of labeled tuples t such
that F ∈dom:t and t:F ∈ <T =. For record values we use the extension order
t  t′ ≡ dom:t⊆dom:t′ ∧ (∀F : F ∈dom:t : t:F  t′:F):
For example, using the notation {F → 0} for a tuple with domain F and F mapped
to 0, we have {F → 0}  {F → 0; G → 0}. This ordering ensures that the type test
“ is ” is interpreted correctly.
5.2. Transformers and predicates
If X is a set equipped with preorder relation  then a subset ’ of X is called
upward closed – or an updeal – just if a∈’ and a  b imply b∈’ for all a; b. If
X is discretely ordered then every subset is upward closed, and the same is true of
its Cartesian square X × X ; hence the equality relation on discretely ordered X is an
updeal.
If  is an assignment of data types to variables then a -state is a type-respecting
assignment of values to variables. In detail, # is a -state just if dom:#=dom: and
for each x∈dom: we have #:x∈ <:x=. The ordering on data induces the pointwise
order on -states: #  #′ iQ (∀ x : x∈dom: : #:x  #′:x in <:x=). We also use  for
the pointwise order on environments. We write <= for the preordered set of -states.
A -predicate is an upward closed set of -states, i.e. an updeal. In the case of dis-
cretely ordered data types, predicates are arbitrary sets of states. We write U<= for the
set of -predicates, ordered by ⊆.
The special case of the state space with no coordinates is important for rules (let) in
Tables 6 and (abstract) in 5. We write ∗ for the empty function as a state (as opposed
to ∅ for the empty function as a type assignment), so ∗ is the one and only ∅-state,
and U<∅== {∅; {∗}}.
Conjunction and disjunction of arbitrary sets of -predicates is given by intersection
and union. But the set-theoretic complement of an updeal need not be upward closed.
The implication -predicate ’≈¿ is the intuitionistic implication of the underlying
Heyting algebra, de3ned by ’≈¿ =(∪ 3 : 3 ∩ ’⊆  : 3). It can also be expressed
in terms of points and prime updeals: Writing (↑ #) for the set of states above state
#, we have #∈ (’≈¿ ) just if (↑ #) ∩ ’⊆  . The negation ∼’ of ’ is de3ned
as usual: ∼’=’≈¿ ∅. For discretely ordered X , ∼’ is just the complement X − ’.
Implication satis3es
’⊆  ≡ (’≈¿ )= <= (10)
and of course the set <= of all states plays the role of the predicate true.
Because built-in data types can be ordered discretely, intuitionistic logic need only be
used for procedure values and records. There seem to be no signi3cant implications for
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programming laws, for reasons discussed in Section 2 for procedures and in Section 8.2
for records.
A transformer over <= is a monotonic function g from -predicates to -predicates,
i.e. ’⊆’′ ⇒ g:’⊆ g:’′ for all -predicates ’; ’′. A transformer is universally
conjunctive (disjunctive) if it distributes over arbitrary intersections (unions). The
re8nement relation  on transformers g and g′ over <= is de3ned pointwise, i.e.
g g′ ≡ (∀’ : ’∈U<= : g:’⊆ g′:’). Clearly  is rePexive, transitive, and anti-
symmetric. Meets and joins of arbitrary sets of transformers (over 3xed state space
<=) exist and are given pointwise.
We write  x for the projection of states onto all variables except x (which may be a
list of variables): #∈ <; x :T = and y∈dom: imply #  x∈ <= and (#  x):y= #:y. This
notation is also used for restricting the domains of other kinds of functions. We also
need the inverse image function ( † x) of (  x): For any x =∈dom: and ’∈U<=, the
predicate ’ † x on <; x :T = is de3ned by #∈’ † x ≡ #  x∈’. Upward closure of ’ † x
follows from upward closure of ’. The notation is intended to look like restriction
but also to remind that the coordinate x is added to the state space to form predicate
’ † x, which is used to interpret rule (pred sta) in Table 4. Note that  x and † x are
identity functions if x is the empty list, and (’ † x) †y=’ † x; y for x disjoint from
y. For (; x :T )-predicate ’, the universal and existential quanti3cations (∀ x • ’) and
(∃ x • ’) are -predicates de3ned by:
#∈(∃ x • ’) ≡ (∃ 2 : #=2  x : 2∈’); #∈(∀ x • ’) ≡ (∀ 2 : #=2  x : 2∈’):
These operations preserve upward closure; they are also monotonic and satisfy
(∃ x • ’)⊆  ≡ ’⊆  † x and  † x⊆’ ≡  ⊆ (∀x • ’) (11)
for all ’∈U<; x :T = and  ∈U<=. This implies that † x is universally conjunctive and
disjunctive, hence monotonic.
For any function f the notation f[* → 5] is used for the function sending * to 5
and otherwise acting as f; the domain of f may or may not contain *. Projection onto
coordinate x is given by the function xˆ : <x : T; y :U =→ <T = de3ned by xˆ:#= #:x. The
notation suppresses dependence on y, i.e. xˆ is de3ned for any <= with x∈dom:.
Syntactic substitution cannot be used to interpret assignment commands because
predicates are not formulas. If  is a data type assignment, ’ is a -predicate, and f
is a function from -states to values of type :x, then de3ne the semantic substitution
so that ’[x :≈ f] is the -predicate that agrees with ’ except on x where it has the
value given by f. That is, #∈’[x :≈ f] ≡ #[x → f:#]∈’ (x may be a disjoint list
of variables, with f a corresponding list).
Lemma 5.1. (i) [x :≈ f] is universally conjunctive and disjunctive; for any f.
(ii) [x :≈ f] is monotonic in f; in the sense that f  g ⇒ ’[x :≈ f]⊆’[x :≈ g]
for all monotonic f; g and all up-closed ’.
(iii) [x :≈ xˆ] is the identity function; i.e. ’=’[x :≈ xˆ].
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Once the semantics of predicate formulas is given, it can be shown that syntactic
substitution is the same as semantic substitution on formula meanings: for any e; R, we
have <R(x← e) : pr(; x :T )== <R : pr(; x :T )=[x :≈ <e=].
The next results are laws of logic made awkward by our set-theoretic model.
Lemma 5.2. If x; y are disjoint lists of variables then for all ’
(∀ x • ’) †y= (∀ x • ’ †y) (12)
(∀ x • ’ † x) = ’ (13)
(’ † x)[x :≈ f] = ’ † x (14)
’⊆ (∃ x • ’) † x (15)
To interpret state extensions as in rule (com sta) in Table 4 we need the operation
⊗ that extends to transformers the Cartesian product of state spaces and data types, but
only in the special case that one argument is an identity function. 15 For brevity we
suppress T and write idx for the identity function on U<x :T =. For any  and transformer
g over <=, we shall de3ne g⊗ idx over <; x :T =. First we need to remove coordinates
from predicates using an operation akin to syntactic substitution of a constant for a
variable. For any (; x : T )-predicate ’ and element k of <T =, de3ne the -predicate
’[x# k] by ’[x# k] = (∃ x • ’[x :≈ ()# : : k)]), which amounts to
#∈’[x# k] ≡ #[x → k]∈’ for all #∈ <=.
De3ne g⊗ idx by
#∈ (g⊗ idx):’ ≡ #  x∈ g:’[x # #:x] for all ’∈U<; x : T =: (16)
5.3. Procedure types
We de3ne <proc(x :T vary :U )= to be the set of tuples 〈f; z〉 where f is a transformer
over <x :T; y :U; z :V =; z is Global, with 3xed type V , and the rank of V is at most that of
T; U . Because of the restriction on rank of V , the de3nition only involves transformers
on state spaces with data types of rank lower than the rank of proc(x : T var y :U ).
Thus we avoid the need to solve a recursive domain equation. The order on procedure
values, written ˙, is de3ned by
〈f; z〉˙〈f′; z′〉 ≡ (∃u :: z= u; z′ ∧ f  f′ ⊗ idu): (17)
Note that z; z′ determine u here. Implicit in the relation z= u; z′ is that the 3xed types
of z; u; z′ are compatible. RePexivity of ˙ is immediate from the de3nition. Transitivity
can be shown using Lemma 5.3.
15 Categorically, it is a very lax co-product uniquely determined by a few re3nement laws [29,36]. See [7]
for a category-free view of ⊗.
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Lemma 5.3. f g implies f⊗ id g⊗ id for all f; g. Also; g⊗ idx;y =(g⊗ idx)⊗ idy
and g⊗ id∅= g for all g; x; y (∅ is the empty list of variables).
Lemma 5.4. For all ’; j; k; all x disjoint from y; and f independent from y
(’ † x)[x# k] = ’ (18)
(’ † x)[y# k] = ’[y# k] † x (19)
’[x :≈ f ◦ ( y)][y# k] = ’[y# k][x :≈ f] (20)
Lemma 5.5. (f ⊗ idx):(’ † x)=f:’ † x for all f; x; ’.
6. Semantics of expressions and commands
The semantics is de3ned by induction on typing derivations. The de3nition is by
cases on the last rule of the derivation (root of the tree). In other words, there is an
interpretation for each rule as a function of the interpretations of its antecedents. In
Section 7 it is shown that meaning is in fact a function of typings, not derivations.
Identi3ers in the semantic de3nitions are as in the corresponding typing rules. The type
T and context ' are sometimes omitted when evident.
We assume that we are given an updeal <A= in U<= for each built-in predicate A
of type pr(), and an interpretation <c= in <T = for each built-in constant c of type T .
Note that the value of a built-in constant does not depend on state or environment, but
built-in procedures may have external variables.
Given a type assignment ' to constants and an interpretation < − = of types, a
'-environment is a function 6 such that dom:6=dom:' and for all Q∈dom:6 we have
6:Q∈ <':Q=. Given a '-environment 6, an expression typing '; B e :T is interpreted
as a monotonic function from -states to values of type T , i.e. <'; B e :T =6 ∈ <=→ <T =.
Table 7 gives the semantics of expressions, with # ranging over states. When it is
convenient, the interpretation <b= of Boolean expression b will be treated as a set of
states rather than as a characteristic function. For rule (select), recall that records are
interpreted as 3nite mappings from 3eld identi3ers, as in the application <e=6:#:F . In
rule (update), the value of the mapping is overridden by the update value for the 3eld
F ; this has the eQect of retaining all other 3elds the record may have, not just those
speci3ed by its type. For rule (abstract), recall that ∗ denotes the unique state in the
state space over no coordinates.
Semantics of predicates appears in Table 8. The semantics for rule (corr) in Table 3
is rather complicated, but it comes directly from the requirement that the predicate holds
just in states where the value of pv re3nes the meaning of the procedure typing
(pro x :T var y :U • (aux a :W • (fra x; y pre R post R′))) : proc(x; var y)
(this will be justi3ed in Theorem 8.6). The idea embodied by the semantic de3nition
is that state # satis3es a correctness predicate on pv just if <R=⊆f: <R′= where f is
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Table 7
Semantics of expression rules.
<'; Q :T ; BQ : T =6:# = 6:Q (use const)
<'; B x : T =6:# = #:x (i.e. <x= = xˆ) (use var)
<'; B c : T =6:# = <c= (built in)
<'; B e:F : T =6:# = <'; B e : record(F :T; G :U )=6:#:F (select)
<'; B e(F : e′) : record(F :T; G :U )=6:# (update)
= (<'; B e : record(F :T; G :U )=6:#)[F → <'; B e′ : T =6:#]
<'; B (rcd F = e) : record(F :T )=6:# = {F → <'; B e : T =6:#} (record)
<'; B e(e′) : T =6:# (apply)
= <'; B e : U → T =6:#:(<'; B e′ : U =6:#)
<'; B ([Q :U • e) : U → T =6:# (abstract)
= ()* : * ∈ <U = : <'; Q :U ; ∅B e : T =6[Q →*]:∗)
<'; B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T var y :U )=6:# (proc)
= 〈<'Bp : com(x :T; y :U; z :V )=6 ; z〉
Table 8
Semantics of selected predicate formulas.
<R(x ← e) : pr(; x :T )= = <R=[x :≈ <∅; ; x :T B e : T =] (use exp)
<A : pr(; x :T )= = <A= † x (pred built in)
# ∈ <(e is T ) : pr()= = <'; B e : T ′=:# ∈ <T = (is)
<(R ⇒ R′) : pr()= = <R : pr()=≈¿ <R′ : pr()= (⇒)
<(∀x :T • R) : pr()= = (∀x • <R : pr(; x :T )=) (∀)
# ∈ <(pro x :T var y :Uaux a :Wpre R post R′pv) : pr(pv :proc(x :T var y :U ))=
= (∃ u; z′; f :: #:pv = 〈f; z′〉 ∧ z = u; z′ ∧ (corr)
(∀k : k ∈ <W = : <R : pr(x; y; a; z)=[a# k]⊆(f ⊗ idu):<R′ : pr(x; y; a; z)=[a# k]))
the value of pv in #. But this must hold for all values k of the auxiliary, and f must
have externals z′ that are in scope for R; R′.
For each command typing 'Bp : com() and '-environment 6, the interpretation
<'Bp : com()=6 is a transformer over <=. Meanings of the structural rules are in
Table 9, with ’ ranging over predicates. Meanings of commands are in Table 10. For
(com const), x may be the empty list, in which case 6:Q ⊗ idx = 6:Q by Lemma 5.3.
The semantics of (if) uses “<b=” for the interpretation of b as a set of states. In the
interpretation of rule (prescript), variables in dom: are identi3ed between precondition
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Table 9
Semantics of structural rules.
<'; Q :U ; B e : T =6:# = <'; B e : T =(6 Q):# (exp env)
<'; Q :T Bp : com()=6:’ = <'Bp : com()=(6 Q):’ (com env)
<'; ; x :U B e : T =6:# = <'; B e : T =6:(#  x) (exp sta)
<R : pr(; x :T )= = <R : pr()= † x (pred sta)
<'Bp : com(; x :T )=6:’ = (<'Bp : com()=6 ⊗ idx):’ (com sta)
Table 10
Semantics of command rules except (call).
<'; Q :com()BQ : com(; x : T )=6:’ = (6:Q ⊗ idx):’ (com const)
<'B skip : com()=6:’ = ’ (skip)
<'B (p ; q) : com()=6:’ = <'Bp : com()=6:(<'B q : com()=6:’) (seq)
<'B (p  q) : com()=6:’ = <'Bp : com()=6:’ ∩ <'B q : com()=6:’ (choice)
<'B (fra x pre R post R′) : com(; x :T )=6:’ (prescript)
= <R= ∩ ((∀ x • <R′=≈¿’) † x)
<'B (if b then p else q) : com()=6:’ (if)
= (<'; B b : bool=6≈¿ <'Bp : com()=6:’) ∩ (∼<'; B b=6≈¿ <'B q=6:’)
<'B x := e : com(; x :T )=6:’ = ’[x :≈ <'; ; x :T B e : T ′=6] (assign)
<'B (with x :T ′ do p) : com(; x :T )=6:’ (with)
= <'Bp : com(; x :T ′)=6:(’ ∩ <; x :T ′=)
<'B (let Q :T = e • p) : com()=6:’ (let)
= <'; Q :T Bp : com()=6[Q → <';∅B e:T =6:∗]:’
<'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T )=6:’ (rec)
= ((7 f :: <'; P :com()B q : com()=6[P →f])⊗ idx):’
<'B (var x :T • p) : com()=6:’ = (∀ x • <'Bp : com(; x :T )=6:(’ † x)) (var)
<'B (aux x :T • p) : com()=6:’ = (∃ x • <'Bp : com(; x :T )=6:(’ † x)) (aux)
R and postcondition R′: They are interpreted as being unchanged whereas the frame
x is changed arbitrarily, subject to R′.
If T; T ′ are distinct record types, the semantics of assignment has the eQect of
preserving the extra 3elds from type T ′; in rule (assign), x := e establishes x is T ′
(see Section 8.2).
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The interpretation of rule (with) exploits the fact that T ′ b T implies <x :T ′=⊆ <x :T =
which follows from Lemma 7.1 proved later. In the semantics of (with) the postcon-
dition is strengthened to eliminate states where x does not have type T ′, which must
be done because the meaning of p is a transformer in a space where x has type T ′
both initially and 3nally. For any ’, <(with x :T ′ do p)=6:’⊆ <; x :T ′=.
The rest of this section deals with rule (call) in Table 6. First, interpretations of
called pro-expressions and called variables are discussed separately. Then a single
interpretation is given that covers all cases.
6.1. Calls of procedure constants
Recall that for de3ned constants P the meaning <'; BP : proc(x var y)=6:# is just
6:P (independent of state #), which is a tuple 〈f; z〉 with f a transformer over <x; y; z=.
The value of a built-in constant procedure also has this form. For a pro-expression,
<'; B (pro x vary•p) : proc(x vary)=6:# is the tuple 〈<'Bp : com(x; y; z)=; z〉. Thus for
procedure expressions except variables, the meaning is a tuple 〈f; z〉 independent of
state. Assume for the moment that the external z is in scope. Because w in rule (call) is
Local and z is Global, and re-declarations are not allowed, we have = z :V; w :U; t :W
for some t; W; V . To motivate the de3nition, we consider a copy rule that embodies
(8) and (9):
<call e(e′; w) : com()== <(var x; y • x; y := e′; w;p;w :=y) : com()=; (21)
where e is a pro expression or a de3ned constant, and p is the associated procedure
body with formals x; y and external z. Because re-declarations are not allowed, x; y are
disjoint from z; w; t. Assume t is Local so it can be introduced using rule (com sta) in
Table 4. Now (21) holds because for any ’∈U<z :V; w :U ′; t :W = we have
<var x; y • x; y := e′; w ; p ; w :=y=:’
= sem. (var)
(∀ x; y • <x; y := e′; w ; p ; w :=y=:(’ † x; y))
= sem. (seq), (assign), p via (com sta), and e′ via (exp sta)
(∀ x; y • ((<p : com(x; y; z)= ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ <e′= ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
= provisional de3nition (22) below
<call e(e′; w) : com()=:’
(Recall that ◦ binds more tightly than comma in [x; y :≈ <e′=◦ (  x; y); wˆ].) The last step
suggests a semantics for (call) :
<SB call e(e′; w) : com()=6:’
=
(∀ x; y • ((f ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ <e′=6 ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
(22)
for any ’∈ <w; t; z=, where (for arbitrary #) f; z are de3ned by
';  B e : proc(x vary)=6:#= 〈f; z〉: (23)
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Note that <e′=6 ◦ (  x; y) is simply the interpretation of e′ in a state space with x; y
added. To understand the rest of (22), note that f is in U<x; y; z=→U<x; y; z=, by (23)
and de3nition of <proc(x vary)=. Hence (f⊗ idw;t) is in U<x; y; z; w; t= → U<x; y; z; w; t=.
Moreover, (’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ] is in U<x; y; z; w; t= because ’ is in U<z; w; t=. Finally, the
right-hand side of (22) is in U<w; t; z= owing to quanti3cation of x; y.
6.2. Calls of procedure variables
Having dealt with parameter passing, what remains is for procedure values to be
stored rather than bound in the environment, and for the externals z to be out of scope
(i.e. not in dom:). Our next step is to consider stored procedures, still assuming z in
scope.
In a preliminary exposition [32] the call of parameter-less procedure variable pv is
interpreted by <call pv=:’= <pv:’=. The idea is that call pv establishes postcondition ’
from any state # in which the value #:pv of variable pv establishes ’. The expression
“pv:’” is intended to be interpreted as a -predicate expressing just that precondi-
tion. Here we introduce an analogous temporary notation w:pv:g:w:’ (here pv; w are
variables and g is an expression meaning). Rule (call) would be interpreted by
<'B call pv(e; w) :com()=6:’= <w:pv:<'; B e : T =6:w:’= :
For any ’∈U<=, g∈ <=→ <T =, w∈dom:, and pv∈dom: such that :pv= proc(x :
T var y :U ), we would interpret <w:pv:g:w:’= as an element of U<= as follows:
# ∈ <w:pv:g:w:’=
≡
# ∈ (∀ x; y • ((f ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ g ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
(24)
where f, z are de3ned by #:pv= 〈f; z〉. Note that f, z depend on # (and t is determined
by z, ); in diQerent states the value of pv can be diQerent procedures with diQerent
external variables.
Finally, we consider the possibility that the external z is out of scope, i.e. not in
dom:. Operationally, this cannot happen in a closed program with sensible built-in
constants. It is only possible here because the semantics of procedure types is inde-
pendent from the declarations of any particular program, so states can contain such
procedure values. It is enough to add a conjunct to the right side of (24) expressing
that z is in scope: z being out of scope is thereby considered divergent.
6.3. Semantics of call
Guided by the preceding special cases we shall de3ne a Boolean-valued function wp
and de3ne the semantics of rule (call) as follows:
# ∈ <'B call e(e′; w) : com()=6:’ ≡ wp:#:<'; B e=6:<'; B e′=6:w:’ (25)
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for all #∈ <= and ’∈U<=. Note that wp depends on the name w of the var argument,
not on its value in some state. We take wp to be a total function of type
<=→ (<=→ <proc(x var y)=)→ (<=→ <T =)→dom:→U<=→{true; false}:
We suppress dependence of wp on  because we are de3ning the semantics of a
generic instance of rule (call);  is 3xed throughout this subsection. The de3nition of
wp combines the previous special cases. For all #; h; g; w; ’
wp:#:h:g:w:’
≡
(∃f; t; z : h:# = 〈f; z〉 ∧ dom: = w; z; t : # ∈ wpc:f:z:g:w:’)
(26)
where the subsidiary notation wpc is de3ned for all #; f; z; g; w; ’ by
wpc:f:z:g:w:’
=
(∀ x; y • ((f ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ g ◦ (  x; y); wˆ] )
(27)
Note that (27) de3nes an updeal because ’ is upward closed and the operations like
∀ and :≈ preserve upward closure. The 3rst conjuncts in (26) serve two purposes: to
ensure that externals z are in scope and to force t to name the remaining coordinates.
Because f; z; t are uniquely determined by  and h:#, we can abbreviate (26), leaving
f; z; t as informal abbreviations (with dom:=w; z; t and h:#= 〈f; z〉) but keeping an
abbreviated conjunct to say that z is in scope:
wp:#:h:g:w:’ ≡ z ∈ dom: ∧ # ∈ wpc:f:z:g:w:’ (28)
For proofs explicitly involving states, we can rewrite (27) as
# ∈ wpc:f:z:g:w:’ ≡ #[x; y → g:#; #:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ] (29)
because by (27) and de3nitions of :≈ and ∀, the left side of (29) is equivalent to
(∀2 : # = 2  x; y : 2[x; y → g:(2  x; y); 2:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])
which is equivalent to the right side of (29) by logic and the de3nition of →.
7. Properties of the semantics
This section shows the semantics is well de3ned and gives lemmas needed later.
Lemma 7.1. For all T; T ′; if T ′bT then <T ′=⊆ <T = and the order on <T ′= is the
restriction to <T ′= of the order on <T =.
Proof. By induction on the de3nition of b . If T ′bT for record types T; T ′, then T ′
adds 3elds to those of T and the result follows by the semantics of records as labeled
tuples with at least the 3elds stipulated by their type. The other cases are similar.
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The containment <T ′=⊆ <T = of sets does not imply U<T ′=⊆U<T =, because the two
sets can have quite diQerent orderings (e.g. base types). But we do have the following,
which can be proved by induction on the structure of T ′.
Lemma 7.2. T ′bT implies U<T ′=⊆U<T =; for all T; T ′.
As a corollary, if T ′bT , k ′ ∈ <T ′=, k ∈ <T =, and k ′  k in <T = then k ∈ <T ′=. (Proof:
↑ k ′, which is in U<T ′=, is upward closed in <T =.)
Lemma 7.3. For all p; q; 6; ; <'Bp : com(x; y; z)=6 <'B q : com(x; y; z)=6 i< <'; 
B (pro x var y • p) : proc(x var y)=6 ˙ <'; B (pro x var y • q) : proc(x var y)=6.
Proof. Direct from semantics of rule (proc) and the de3nition of ˙.
To show that program contexts are appropriately monotonic, we need several tech-
nical lemmas about procedure calls. The following results hold for all .
Lemma 7.4. For all f0; f1; z0; z1; ’; if z0 is in scope (i.e. z0 ∈dom:) then
〈f0; z0〉 ˙ 〈f1; z1〉 ⇒ wpc:f0:z0:g:w:’⊆wpc:f1:z1:g:w:’
Proof. From the antecedent and the de3nition of ˙ there are some u; t such that
z0 = u; z1, dom:=w; t; u; z1, and f0f1 ⊗ idu. By de3nition (27) of wpc, the conse-
quent to be proved is equivalent to
(∀ x; y • ((f0 ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ g ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
⊆
(∀ x; y • ((f1 ⊗ idw;t;u):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ g ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
where idw; t; u in the second line is because the instantiation of wpc for f1 has t := t; u.
By monotonicity of (∀ x; y • −), the inclusion above follows from
((f0 ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ g ◦ (  x; y); wˆ]
⊆
((f1 ⊗ idw;t;u):(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ g ◦ (  x; y); wˆ]
(30)
Now f0f1⊗ idu implies f0⊗ idw;t f1⊗ idu;w;t (using Lemma 5.3), which implies
(30) by de3nition of  and monotonicity of :≈.
Lemma 7.5. wp:#:h:g:w:’ is monotonic in #.
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Proof. Suppose #  #′, so that h:# ˙ h:#′ by monotonicity of h. Omitting parameter
names, de3ne f;f′; z; z′ by h:#= 〈f; z〉 and h:#′= 〈f′; z′〉. If z ∈dom: then
wp:#:h:g:w:’
≡ #∈wpc:f:z:g:w:’ def wp (28), z in scope
⇒ #∈wpc:f′:z′:g:w:’ h:# ˙ h:#′, Lemma 7.4, z in scope
⇒ #′ ∈wpc:f′:z′:g:w:’ #  #′, upward closure
≡ wp:#′:h:g:w:’ (28), z in scope
If z is not in scope then the 3rst and last formulas in this calculation are both false
by de3nition (26).
By Lemma 7.5 it would actually be admissible to introduce an atomic formula
“wp:e(e′; w):’” over state space .
Lemma 7.6. wp:#:h:g:w:’ is monotonic in h.
Proof. Suppose h  h′, whence h:# ˙ h′:# for any #. Write h:#= 〈f; z〉 and h′:#= 〈f′;
z′〉, omitting parameter names. The notation suppresses the state space , but by
h:# ˙ h′:# we observe that z in scope implies z′ in scope. Now, for any #; g; w; ’
wp:#:h:g:w:’
≡ #∈wpc:f:z:g:w:’ ∧ (z in scope) def wp
⇒ #∈wpc:f:z:g:w:’ ∧ (z′ in scope) z in scope implies z′ in scope
⇒ #∈wpc:f′: z′:g:w:’ ∧ (z′ in scope) h:# ˙ h:#′, Lemma 7.4
≡ wp : #:h′:g:w:’ def wp
It is for this result that the de3nition of ˙ was adopted; with the erroneous de3nition
in [33] the second step fails.
Lemma 7.7. wp:#:h:g:w:’ is monotonic in g.
Proof. From de3nition (27) of wpc by monotonicity of :≈ (Lemma 5.1(ii)).
Theorem 7.8 (Type correctness and monotonicity). For all derivable typings R : pr();
'; B e : T; and 'Bp : com(); and all '-environments 6
(i) <'; B e : T =6 ∈ <=→ <T =
(ii) <'Bp : com()=6 ∈U<=→U<=
(iii) both <'; B e : T =6 and <'Bp : com()=6 depend monotonically on 6
(iv) <R : pr()=∈U<=
(v) all command and expression contexts are monotonic; in the sense that if <f=  <g=
and C[−] is a context in which f can appear; then <C[f]=  <C[g]= (where  is
 in the case of commands).
Proof (Sketch). To be precise, we 3rst need this as a result about semantics of rules
(i.e. semantics given for a speci3c derivation), for use in the proof of Theorem 7.9. But
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once Theorem 7.9 is proved, we get the present theorem as a result about semantics
of typings, independent of the choice of derivation.
The theorem is proved by induction on typing derivations. Statements (i)–(v) need to
be combined to serve as an adequate induction hypothesis. For example, monotonicity
of the function <([Q :T • e)= depends on <e=6 being monotonic in 6. The induction step
has many cases, but each case follows straightforwardly from the de3nitions. We just
give a few cases.
For (iv) in the case of rule (is) in Table 3, the semantics of x is T makes it an
upward closed set of states, because if #′  # and <e=:# is in <T ′= then by (i) we have
<e=:#′  <e=:#; then it follows from Theorem 7.1 that <e=:#′ is in <T ′=.
For (v) in the case of rule (let) in Table 6, monotonicity in the command part is
direct from the semantic de3nition. In the expression part, we have
<let Q= e • p=6 <let Q=f • p=6
≡ <p=6[Q →<e=] <p=6[Q →<f=] sem. (let)
⇐ 6[Q → <e=]  6[Q → <f=] induction hypothesis (ii)
⇐ <e=  <f= pointwise order on environment
Rule (assign) is interpreted using a semantic substitution which is well de3ned be-
cause, by induction hypothesis (i), the interpretation of expression e is a monotonic
function on -states and we have <e=6:#∈ <T ′= for any #∈ <=; and by Lemma 7.1 we
have <T ′=⊆ <T =.
For de3nedness of recursive programs, recall that the set of transformers over a state
space is a complete lattice. The map sending f to <';Q : com()B q : com()=(6[Q →f])
is a monotonic function on transformers over <= because, by induction hypothesis (v),
all program contexts are monotonic.
The semantics makes call monotonic in the called procedure: if <e=:# ˙ <e′′=:#
for all # then <call e(e′; w)= <call e′′(e′; w)=, by Lemma 7.6. It is also monotonic in
the expression part, i.e. <e′=6  <e′′=6 implies <call e(e′; w)=6 <call e(e′′; w)=6, by
Lemma 7.7.
Theorem 7.9 (Coherence). Let 6 be a '-environment:
(i) If 3 is a derivation of 'Bp : com() and 3′ is a canonical derivation of it; then
(<'Bp : com()=6 via 3)= (<'Bp : com()=6 via 3′).
(ii) If 3 is a derivation of '; B e : T and 3′ is a canonical derivation of it; then
(<'; B e : T =6 via 3)= (<'; B e : T =6 via 3′).
(iii) If 3 is a derivation of R : pr() and 3′ is a canonical derivation of it; then
(<R : pr()= via 3)= (<R : pr()= via 3′).
See the appendix for details of the proof. The basic idea is that meaning is preserved
by the transformations used in the proof of Theorem 4.4 to put a derivation into
canonical form. The state-extension rule (com sta) in Table 4 is interpreted by (⊗id),
so the interesting thing is to show that (⊗id) commutes with the semantics of each
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rule. An important corollary of the coherence theorem is that < − = is a function of
typings, because by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 every derivable typing has a unique canonical
derivation.
Lemma 4.2 says that only free variables and constants need be present in contexts.
Syntactically superPuous context is semantically superPuous in the following sense.
Lemma 7.10. If '; B e : T is derivable and 6 is a (';Q :U )-environment (and Q; x
are fresh) then <';Q :U ; ; x :V B e : T =6 = <'; B e : T =(6 Q) ◦ (  x).
Proof. One derivation of ';Q :U ; ; x :V B e : T ends with (exp sta) and (exp env)
in Table 4. For this derivation the equality is direct from the semantics of (exp sta)
and (exp env). By Theorem 7.9, the semantics is the same for any other derivation.
Theorem 7.11. If 'Bp : com() and 6 is a (';Q :T )-environment; then
<';Q :U Bp : com(; x :T )=6 = <'Bp : com()=(6 Q) ⊗ idx
provided that x is Local and Q; x are fresh.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 7.10. If x is Global, externals in p could be out of scope
unless  is a sensible typing for p. Also, the proof uses (com sta) which is only
applicable if x is Local.
8. Programming calculus
This section considers Hoare logic and re3nement calculus for Io: program equi-
valences and rules for non-interference, procedure call, and type extension. Most other
standard rules and laws have straightforward proofs, although some general rules of
Hoare logic, like conjunctivity, need to be restricted to programs without speci3cation
constructs.
In this section, we often omit types. We also confuse predicates with formulas,
writing ’ both; this simpli3es proofs by eliding the uninteresting step from syntax to
semantics of predicates, at the cost of semantic notations that are more complicated
than the syntax would be.
We write correctness statements as {’}p{ } where ’ and  are predicates on
the state space ; a :U with p : com() and a :U an auxiliary variable. In syntactic
treatments of transformers, the meaning is written (∀a : : ’ ⇒ <p=: ). In our semantic
notation the meaning is
(∀k : k ∈ <U = : ’[a# k]⊆ <p : com()=: [a# k]): (31)
Theorem 8.2 shows how this can be expressed as a re3nement using a prescription and
an auxiliary variable. Every set of transformers over a given state space has a least
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upper bound under re3nement, given pointwise. The proof of Theorem 8.2 uses that
auxiliary variables give least upper bounds in the following way.
Lemma 8.1. For any ’;  ∈U<x; a=;
<(aux a :U • (fra x pre ’ post  )) : com(x)=
=
(unionsq k : k ∈ <U = : <(fra x pre ’[a# k] post  [a# k]) : com(x)=)
Proof. Lengthy but straightforward calculation from de3nitions.
Theorem 8.2. For all transformers f over <x :T = and all ’;  ∈U<x :T; a :U =;
<(aux a :U • (fra x pre ’ post  )) : com(x)=f
≡
(∀k : k ∈ <U = : ’[a# k]⊆f: [a# k])
Proof. For prescriptions with frames that include all coordinates of the state space, i.e.
 is empty in rule (prescript) in Table 6, the semantics can be simpli3ed to
<(fra x pre ’ post  ) : com(x :T )=:3= <’= if (< =⊆ 3) else ∅ (32)
by (10). We instantiate this fact with ’;  :=’[a# k];  [a# k] in the following:
<(aux a :U • (fra x pre ’ post  )) : com(x)=f
≡ (unionsq k : k ∈ <U = : <(fra x pre ’[a# k] post  [a# k]) : com(x)=)f Lemma 8.1
≡ (∀k : : <(fra x pre ’[a# k] post  [a# k]) : com(x)=f) unionsq property
≡ (∀k; 3 : : <(fra x pre ’[a# k] post  [a# k]) : com(x)=:3⊆f:3) def 
≡ (∀k; 3 : : (’[a# k] if  [a# k]⊆ 3 else ∅)⊆f:3) (32)
≡ (∀k; 3 :  [a# k]⊆ 3 : ’[a# k]⊆f:3) logic
≡ (∀k : : ’[a# k]⊆f: [a# k]) f mono.
8.1. Interference
It is important to be able to deduce on syntactic grounds the absence of interference
between commands and between commands and predicates. For some commands it is
enough that they have no Free variables in common. For example, suppose '; ; x :
T B e : T and '; ; x′ : T ′B e′ : T ′ where x; x′ are disjoint. The following three com-
mands in com(; x :T; x′ :T ′) have identical semantics: (x := e; x′ := e′), (x′ := e′; x := e),
and (x; x′ := e; e′). Unfortunately, there can be “covert” channels of interference [44]
between commands with no Free variables in common.
Interference can arise through aliasing of parameters, but this is easily controlled
in Io, because only identi3ers can be value-result arguments or targets of assignment.
Aliasing between var arguments and external variables is disallowed by the syntactic
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restriction that externals are Global (rule (proc) in Table 5) and arguments are Local
(rule (call) in Table 6), as are formal parameters (rule (proc)). These restrictions are
similar to those commonly found in proof rules.
Another source of interference is sharing via pointers – which are absent from Io.
This is perhaps the most diGcult issue in practice. Pointer structures can be treated
as updatable functions just like arrays [2,8], and for arbitrary pointer structures it is
diGcult to improve on that rather operational model.
Another channel of interference is external variables of procedures. In Io, variables
that are manifestly “free” in procedure bodies are, by de3nition, Bound. For example,
the command call (pro • z := 0) interferes with call (pro • z := 1) even though the two
have no Free variables in common. At 3rst glance that may appear to be a matter of
de3nition, but the problem is more subtle. For distinct variables pv; pv′ of type proc(),
the commands call pv() and call pv′() potentially interfere, because the values of pv
and pv′ can be procedures with external variables in common. This cannot always be
detected syntactically, e.g. pv; pv′ may be global variables of the program. This is the
only covert channel of interference in Io, as evidenced by the fact that we can validate
a form of the “invariance rule” of Hoare logic.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose  ; ; ’ are in U<x : T; y : U = and command p : com(x : T )
satis8es { }p{}. Suppose also that y is Local and ’ is independent from x. Then
{ ∩’}p{∩’}.
Proof. We aim to use Theorem 7.11 for y. Observe 3rst that for any # in ’ we have
’[y# #:y] = <x :T = (i.e. ’[y# #:y] is the x-predicate “true”) because for any x-state
2 we have
2∈’[y# #:y]
≡ 2[y → #:y]∈’ def #
≡ 2[y → #:y]∈ (∃ x • ’) † x ’ independent from x, i.e. ’=(∃ x • ’) † x
≡ 2[y → #:y]  x∈ (∃ x • ’) def †
≡ #  x∈ (∃ x • ’) defs ; →
≡ #∈’ def †; ’ independent from x.
We have  ∩’⊆ <p : com(x :T; y :U )= : (∩’) because for any x; y-state # in  ∩’
#∈ <p : com(x :T; y :U )= : (∩’)
≡ # y∈ <p : com(x :T )= : (∩’)[y# # : y] Theorem 7.1, def (⊗id)
≡ # y∈ <p : com(x :T )= : ([y# #:y]∩’[y# # : y]) from def #
≡ # y∈ <p : com(x :T )= : [y# #:y] #∈’, observation above
≡ #∈ <p : com(x :T; y :U )= :  sem. (com sta)
⇐ #∈   ⊆ <p : com(x; y)= : 
This and subsequent rules extend to speci3cations with auxiliary variables, but that
is left to the reader.
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The preceding proof is typical of reasoning about interference in Io. If a Local vari-
able is not in the type of a command, then the command is independent from it. This
is embodied in Theorem 7.11, and it is suGcient to deal with some program equiva-
lences showing the “locality” of local variables (e.g. Theorem 8.12 below). Theorem 8.3
is adequate for most cases that arise in practice, because external variables are the ex-
ception rather than the rule in well-designed programs. The question remains, however,
as to when a command p is independent from a Global z. In semantic terms, the ques-
tion is when do we have <p : com(x; z)== <p : com(x)= ⊗ idz for z that is Global but
not Free in p. This can only fail due to procedure calls in p, so we can pose the
question in terms of an invariance rule for calls.
Suppose that call e(: : :) : com(x), and ,  , ’ are x; z-predicates. The question is
when { }call e(: : :){} implies { ∩’}call e(: : :){∩’} for ’ independent from x,
and z Global. This is the unavoidable case – fortunately, least frequent in practice –
where types alone do not rule out the possibility that e has an eQect on an external
variable z. The answer is clear; where types end, speci3cations begin. The way to
specify that e does not modify z depends on whether e is a constant or variable. For a
constant we use an antecedent of the form {z= a}e{z= a}, in the call rule (Theorem
8.5 below). For a procedure variable, such a correctness statement is used as a precon-
dition in the call rule for variables (Theorem 8.6 below). In practice, the resulting proof
obligations are most easily discharged by appeal to scope control provided by modules.
8.2. Type extension
By contrast to other language features, there is not yet a standard collection of
programming rules for object-oriented features. Here we just give a rule for with, and
we discuss other aspects of subtyping. Although subtyping in Io takes a simple form,
type guards provide Pexibility. In particular, they allow methods to be inherited, as
discussed below.
For reasoning about with, the idea is that if command p : com(; x : S) satis3es
{’}p{ }, and SbT , it should follow that (with x : S do p) : com(; x :T ) satis3es
{(x is S) ∩ ’}with x : S do p{(x is S) ∩  }:
In the antecedent, ’;  are predicates over <; x :S=, but in the conclusion they are used
over <; x : T =, which is justi3ed by Lemma 7.2. In a formal logic, a predicate ’ of
type pr(; x :S) would be conjoined with the type test to yield ((x is S) ∧ ’) typed as
pr(; x :T ).
Theorem 8.4. If SbT; ’;  ∈U<; x :S= and ’⊆ <p : com(; x :S)= :  then <x isS=∩’
⊆ <(with x :S do p) : com(; x :T )= : (<x is S=∩  ).
Proof. By the assumption on ’ and semantics of rules (is) we have <x is S=∩  =  
and also <; x :S=∩  =  . We have
<(with x :S do p) : com(; x :T )= : (<x is S=∩  )
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= <(with x :S do p) : com(; x :T )= :  <x is S=∩  =  
= <p : com(; x :S)= : (<; x :S=∩  ) sem. (with)
= <p : com(; x :S)= :  <; x :S=∩  =  
⊇ ’ hypothesis
= <x is S=∩’ <x is S=∩’=’
A rudimentary but important fact is that assignments preserve all 3elds of records.
For example, consider an assignment x := e where the static types are x :U and e :T ,
with T bU . If SbT then {e is S}x := e{x is S}. This is just an instance of the usual
assignment axiom, which holds in the semantics.
Equality is not an admissible predicate on records because it is not monotonic with
respect to record re3nement. In practice, it is adequate to use re3nement predicates
as discussed in Section 2. The intuitionistic negation makes sense for such predicates:
If x is a record variable then ∼(e  x) means x has no re3nements that re3ne e.
In the case that the 3elds F have types ordered by equality, this just means x:F $= e:F .
Similarly, the negation of a type test x is T means that the dynamic type is neither T
nor any extension of T ; this is in accord with semantics of languages like Java and
Oberon. (Implementation is easy, because the hierarchy of types is static and objects
cannot dynamically change type.)
Languages like Java and Oberon make heavy use of pointers. All objects are heap-
allocated, and various disciplines are used to avoid the diGculty of reasoning about
arbitrary pointer structures (immutable types, modular encapsulation of sharing, etc.).
Pointers can be added to Io in the usual way, with explicit reasoning about the heap as
in [2], and it can be argued that notions like “self” are inherently related to pointers.
But Io is quite expressive even without pointers. The main diGculty is in types for
method calls and inheritance, because Io lacks recursive record types.
Consider example (4) in Section 2, dropping init for brevity. Thus we have x of
type S ≡ record(n : int; val : proc(var s : T; v : int)) where T ≡ record(n : int). For this
to model an object, the “self” parameter s of val would be passed the entire record
x. But the call x:val(x; y) is ill-typed because s has type T , not S, and subtypes are
not allowed for var arguments in rule (call) of Table 6. In Oberon the problem is
not signi3cant because self parameters like s can be passed by value – as pointers. 16
Although the same can be done in Io (with pointers), there is an alternative that does not
require pointers: the call can be replaced by
(var s′ :T • s′ := x ; call x:val(s′; y) ; (with s′ :S do x := s′)) (33)
which would be operationally equivalent to x:val(x; y) if the procedure val treats its
parameter s as a self-parameter in the sense that it only reads and updates it. The
reason is that the call establishes s′ is S so the with test succeeds (cf. Theorem 8.4).
16 It should not be diGcult to work out a variation of Io where var parameters are passed “by reference”,
still subject to the same constraints on aliasing. This could ensure that records are only updated, which
would mean Oberon’s typing rule could be used.
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These typing diGculties inhere in the semantics of var parameters, which allow an
entirely diQerent record as result. Nor can the diGculties be repaired simply by changing
the de3nition of b ; the required change would make the semantics considerably more
complicated, with procedures no longer denoting simply typed entities and b no longer
giving subset inclusion.
For a pointer-free calculus of object-oriented programming, (33) can be taken as a
derived construct and its laws proved using the present semantics. Similarly, we can
derive a suitable notion for inheritance as follows.
Consider adding an integer 3eld k to extend T to T ′ ≡ record(k : int; n : int) and S
to S ′ ≡ record(k : int; n : int; val : proc(var s : T ′; v : int). The diGculty is that the type
of “self” s in val is now T ′. Suppose Q is a procedure constant of the original type
proc(var s : T; v : int), suitable for use in S. For a record x of type S ′, Q cannot be
assigned to the val 3eld, i.e. x(val : Q) is ill-typed. But we can use x(val : Q′) with
Q′ de3ned to be
(pro var s :T ′; v : int
• (var s′ :T • s′ := s ; call Q(s′; v) ; (with s′ :T ′ do s := s′))) (34)
Again, this is an operationally equivalent procedure: if Q only updates its argument,
its call establishes s′ is T ′.
These considerations show that Io is suGciently expressive to be express the most
important idioms in object-oriented programming within a strong system of subtyping.
The cost is operationally superPuous assignments to an extra local variable. Fragments
(33) and (34) are similar to common idioms in languages like Oberon and Java which
do not allow 3eld types to be re-declared. Often one wants the eQect of specializing the
type of a 3eld in a subclass, for which purpose type guards and extra variables are used.
8.3. Calls of procedure constants
For a parameterless procedure Q declared to have body p, the usual call rule says
that {’}p{ } implies {’}callQ(){ }. An equivalent formulation using prescriptions is
(fra x pre ’ post  )p implies (fra x pre ’ post  ) call Q(): (35)
This follows from Theorem 8.5 and the copy rule 8.9 below, which together give a
general rule with parameters and auxiliary variables. For procedure variables there is
a similar rule, discussed in Section 8.4: the antecedent becomes a precondition. 17
17 For experts: An important alternative is the “rule of adaptation” [10] which can be used to calculate the
weakest precondition determined by the speci3cation of a called procedure. But the present rule is simpler
and suGces for most purposes, especially development of recursive procedures (we omit the evident recursion
rule, which can be formulated and proved along the lines of [23]). Adaptation rules use conjunctivity, which
is why rules like the present one are used in re3nement calculus [31]. The eQect of Olderog’s rule of
Separation [42] is achieved here using correctness predicates as in Theorem 8.6 below. Damm and Josko
[16] give a potentially more general rule of application.
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First, we consider parameters for procedure constants. The following says, informally,
that {’(x; y ← e; w)}call Q(e; w){ (y ← w)} follows from {’}p{ }.
Theorem 8.5. Suppose ’;  are x; y; z-predicates such that  is independent from x;
and
’⊆ <p : com(x; y; z)=6: : (36)
Suppose also that ':Q = proc(x var y) and 6:Q = 〈<∅Bp : com(x; y; z)=∅; z〉. Then for
all w; t; e we have
(∃ x; y • (’ †w; t)[x; y :≈ <w; t; zB e=6 ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
⊆
<call Q(e; w) : com(w; t; z)=6:(∃ x; y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ])
(37)
Independence of the postcondition from value parameter x is standard. The quanti3-
cation (∃ x; y • ) encloses predicates that are independent of x; y, and eliminates the
coordinates to give predicates on the state space of the call; and ( † w; t) adds co-
ordinates of the state space of the call. Of course these are implicit in the usual syntax
for predicates.
Proof. If the type of x or y is empty, then ’ is ∅ so (37) holds vacuously. In the
case that the types of x; y are nonempty, we have
(∃ x; y • (’ †w; t)[x; y :≈ <e= ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
⊆ (36), monotonicity of ( †w; t);∃ ; :≈
(∃ x; y • ((<p : com(x; y; z)= :  ) †w; t)[x; y :≈ <e= ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
⊆ (∗), see below
<call Q(e; w) : com(z; w)= : (∃ x; y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ])
To show step (∗) we start by rewriting its left (upper) side. Observe for any # ∈ <w; z; t=
#∈ (∃ x; y • ((<p : com(x; y; z)= :  ) †w; t)[x; y :≈ <e= ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
≡ (∃ 2 : #=2  x; y : 2 ∈ ((<p= :  ) †w; t)[x; y :≈ <e= ◦ (  x; y); wˆ]) def ∃
≡ (∃ 2 : # = 2  x; y : 2[x; y → <e= : (2  x; y); 2:w] ∈ ((<p= :  ) †w; t)) defs :≈; wˆ
≡ #[x; y → <e= : #; # : w] ∈ ((<p= :  ) †w; t) #=2  x; y,def →
≡ (∗∗) #[x; y → <e= : #; # : w] ∈ (<p= ⊗ idw;t) : ( †w; t) Lemma 5.5
To complete the proof of (∗), we rewrite the right (lower) side of (∗) to show it
follows from the formula marked (∗∗). Recall that for  to be independent from x
means  = (∃ x •  ) † x.
# ∈ <call Q(e; w) : com(z; w)= : (∃ x; y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ])
≡ sem. (call)
wp:#:<Q=:<e= : w : (∃ x; y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ])
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≡ def wp, <Q= : # = 〈<p : com(x; y; z)=; z :V 〉
# ∈ wpc:<p= : z : <e= : w:(∃ x; y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ])
≡ def (29) of wpc
#[x; y → <e= : #; # : w] ∈ (<p= ⊗ idw;t):((∃ x; y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ]) † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]
≡  is independent from x, hence ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ] is independent from x
#[x; y → <e= : #; # : w] ∈ (<p= ⊗ idw;t) : ((∃y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ]) †y)[w :≈ yˆ]
⇐ (38) below, <p= ⊗ id monotonic
(∗∗)
It remains to show
( †w; t)⊆((∃y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ]) †y)[w :≈ yˆ] (38)
which holds because for all ; ∈ <x; y; z; w=
; ∈ ((∃y • ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ]) †y)[w :≈ yˆ]
⇐ ; ∈ ( †w; t)[y :≈ wˆ][w :≈ yˆ] Lemma 5.2(15)
≡ ;[w → ;:y][y → ;[w → ;:y]:w] ∈  †w; t def :≈ twice, def wˆ; yˆ
≡ ;[w → ;:y] ∈  †w; t def →, w; y disjoint
≡ ;[w → ;:y] w; t ∈  def †
≡ ; w; t ∈  defs →; 
≡ ; ∈  †w; t def †
8.4. Correctness predicates and procedure variables
The semantics of correctness statements as predicates (rule (corr) in Table 3) is
essentially the semantics of procedure expressions combined with Theorem 8.2. Such
predicates can be established by assignment, as sketched in the rule
{’}p{ } implies {true} pv := (pro • p) { (pro aux pre ’ post  pv) }
which follows from the semantics of (assign) and (corr). The main use of such predi-
cates is in preconditions for calls of procedure variables. For simplicity, I just give the
rule for the case of no parameters, but including auxiliary variables; parameters can be
treated as in Theorem 8.5. The antecedent in (35) becomes a precondition.
Theorem 8.6. For all ’;  we have for any k ∈ <T =
’[a# k] ∩ <(pro aux a :T pre ’ post  pv) : pr(pv :proc())=
⊆
<call pv() : com(z; pv)= :  [a# k]
In brief: {’ ∩ (pro aux a pre ’ post  pv)} call pv() { }.
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Proof. Suppose # ∈ ’[a#k] and # ∈ <(pro auxa :T pre’ post pv) : pr(pv :proc())=.
By semantics of rule (corr), there are f; z′; u with #:pv = 〈f; z′〉 and z = u; z′, such
that
(∀j : j ∈ <T = : ’[a# j]⊆(f ⊗ idu): [a# j]): (39)
Now for any k we have
# ∈ <call pv() : com(z; pv)= :  [a# k]
≡ # ∈ wpc:f:z′:():(): [a# k] sem. (call), def wp
≡ # ∈ (f ⊗ idu): [a# k] def wpc (with empty parameter lists)
⇐ # ∈ ’[a# k] (39) with j := k
8.5. Program equivalences
Constants are referentially transparent; that is why they are distinguished from
variables. The following lemmas have straightforward proofs.
Lemma 8.7 (Substitution). If '; ∅B e : T and ';Q :T Bp : com() then
<'Bp(Q ← e) : com()=6 = <';Q :T Bp : com()=6[Q →<';∅B e:T =]:
Lemma 8.8 (Substitution for expressions).
<'; B e(Q ← e′) : T =6 = <';Q : U ; B e : T =6[Q →<e′:U =6]:
Theorem 8.9 (Beta equivalence). If 'B (let Q :T = e • p) : com() then
<'B (let Q :T = e • p) : com()=6 = <'Bp(Q ← e) : com()=6.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, the typing on the right-hand side is derivable. By the semantics
of let, we have <'B (let Q :T = e • p) : com()=6 = <';Q :T Bpf : com()=6[Q →[e]].
The result follows by Lemma 8.7.
Theorem 8.10 (Beta for expressions). If '; B ([Q :T •e) : T →U and '; B e′ : T
then <'; B ([Q :T • e)(e′) : U =6 = <'; B e(Q ← e′) : U =6.
Proof. If '; B ([Q :T •e) : T →U is derivable then so is '; ∅B ([Q :T •e) : T →U ,
because a canonical derivation of the former ends with rule (abstract), which can be
instantiated with  := ∅. We obtain a derivation
··· 3
';Q :T ; ∅B e : U
(abstract)
'; ∅B ([Q :T • e) : T →U
(exp sta)
'; B ([Q :T • e) : T →U
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We use the semantics of e given by 3 followed by (exp sta); observe for any state #
<'; B e(Q ← e′) : U =6:#
= <';Q :T ; B e :U =6[Q →[';B e′:T ]6:#]:# Lemma 8.8
= <';Q :T ; ∅B e :U =6[Q →[';B e′:T ]6:#]:∗ sem. (exp sta) for e
= () * : : <';Q :T ; ∅B e :U =6[Q →*]:∗) : (<'; B e′ : T =6 : #) beta in meta-theory
= <'; B ([Q :T • e) :T →U =6:#:(<'; B e′ : T =6:#) sem. (abstract)
= <'; B ([Q :T • e)(e′) :U =6:# sem. (apply)
The copy rule (21) is just a combination of Theorem 8.9 and the following.
Theorem 8.11. Suppose p : com(x; y; z) and t is Local. Then for any 6
<call (pro x var y • p)(e′; w) : com(w; z; t)=6
=
<(var x; y • x; y := e′; w ; p ; w := y) : com(w; z; t)=6
Proof. Observe for any #; ’
# ∈ <call (pro x var y • p)(e′; w) : com()=:’
≡ sem. (call)
wp:#:<pro x; var y • p = : <e′=:w:’
≡ def (26) of wp, sem. (proc), z in scope
# ∈ wpc : <p : com(x; y; z)= : z : <e′=:w:’
≡ def (27) wpc
# ∈ (∀x; y • ((<p : com(x; y; z)= ⊗ idw;t) : (’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ <e′= ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
≡ Theorem 7.11, t Local, w Local (for the call to be typed by rule (call))
# ∈ (∀x; y • (<p : com(x; y; z; w; t)=:(’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ])[x; y :≈ <e′= ◦ (  x; y); wˆ])
≡ sem. (assign), (seq), (var), and (com sta) for w; t in p
# ∈ <(var x; y • x; y := e′; w;p;w := y) : com()=:’
If z is not in the state space, no typing of (var x; y • : : : p : : :) is derivable. If t is not
Local, the problems discussed in Section 8.1 must be confronted.
A similar result can be formulated for procedure variables; it is like the law (curry:
p⊗ id); apply = p used in categorical axiomatizations of higher-order functions. Here
is a special case: for zero-order V and any p : com(z : V ) and variable pv disjoint
from z we have
<p : com(z :V )= = <(var pv :proc() • pv := (pro • p) ; call pv) : com(z :V )=:
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The general case includes parameters and higher-order types (the restriction on rank
of V is just to get around strati3cation in rule (proc) in Table 5).
As mentioned in the introduction, assignment commands at higher types need to be
interpreted as generalized assignments in the powerset model [34], and the presence of
predicates that are not upward closed then makes the law x := x skip be a proper re-
3nement. Io validates the equality <x := x== <skip=, which follows directly from Lemma
5.1(iii).
One of the simpler test equivalences in the literature on Algol is the following,
which appeared as claim (5) in Section 2.
Theorem 8.12. <(var x : int • x := 0 ; p) : com(y :U )= = <p : com(y :U )=
Proof. x is Local (being bound by var), so Theorem 7.11 is applicable. For any ’
<(var x : int • x := 0 ; p) : com(y :U )= : ’
= (∀ x • <(x := 0 ; p) : com(x : int; y :U )= : (’ † x)) sem. (var)
= (∀ x • <x := 0= : (<p : com(x; y)= : (’ † x))) sem. (seq)
= (∀ x • (<p : com(x; y)= : (’ † x))[x :≈ <0=]) sem. (assign)
= (∀ x • ((<p : com(y)= ⊗ idx) : (’ † x))[x :≈ <0=]) Theorem 7.11
= (∀ x • ((<p : com(y)= : ’) † x)[x :≈ <0=]) Lemma 5.5
= (∀ x • (<p : com(y)= : ’) † x) Lemma 5.2(14)
= <p : com(y)= : ’ Lemma 5.2(13)
9. Discussion
The semantics here can be extended to allow re-declaration of variables by a source-
level transformation to eliminate them. It can also be extended to treat parameter
names in procedure types as insigni3cant. This entails de3ning a relation of structural
equivalence on types, so that proc(x :T ) is equivalent to proc(x′ :T ) and (pro x′′ :T •p)
has both types. The details are worked out in [37] as follows: Types are shown to be
unique up to equivalence; similarly, canonical derivations are unique up to equivalence;
3nally, equivalent types and equivalent derivations have identical semantics. Procedure
values also carry parameter names, and de3nition (17) of ˙ is modi3ed to rename
coordinates of f;f′ into the common space x; y. Then ˙ is no longer antisymmetric,
but it retains its other properties.
Because our language includes commands that denote unhealthy transformers, a ques-
tion arises: Should unhealthy transformers be allowed as procedure values? If not, it
is not clear what value a variable should have after a prescription has been assigned
to it. If so, the data type is an abstract one (operationally, any concrete program in-
volves only healthy procedure values). Here we choose the option of including all
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transformers, to 3t re3nement calculus. The alternatives have been investigated in the
powerset model for their eQect on re3nement laws [34]. More importantly, the abstract
alternative can be justi3ed by a data re3nement to the concrete one [38].
Tennant announced what seems to be the 3rst proof of soundness for data re3nement
in a higher-order imperative language, speci3cally Idealized Algol [50]. For Io, validity
is shown in a paper [35] that also uses data re3nements to validate test equivalences
inspired by the literature on Algol.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 4.5
Given a derivation 3 of a typing, we de3ne a canonical derivation 3′ of the same
typing, by induction on the height of 3. The gist of it is to push instances of extension
rules to leaves of the derivation tree; there we eliminate them by appropriate instantia-
tions of introduction rules. The induction step is proved by cases on the last rule. If the
last rule is anything besides a state- or environment-extension rule then the last rule
is not changed and 3′ is de3ned inductively from the subtrees. Otherwise, we consider
cases on the penultimate rule.
We only deal with the elimination of state-extension rules. Elimination of
environment-extension rules is similar but easier (see [37]).
• If the penultimate rule is (seq), then the derivation 3 has the form
··· *
'Bp : com()
··· 5
'Bp′ : com()
(seq)
'B (p ; p′) : com()
(com sta)
'B (p ; p′) : com(; v :V )
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The typing 'Bp : com(; v :V ) has a derivation
··· *
'Bp : com()
(com sta)
'Bp : com(; v :V )
(and similarly for 'Bp′ : com(; v :V )). The latter derivation has height less than the
height of 3, so by induction there is a canonical derivation *′ of 'Bp : com(; v :V )
(and 5′ for p′). The canonical derivation 3′ is then
··· *
′
'Bp : com(; v :V )
··· 5
′
'Bp′ : com(; v :V )
(seq)
'B (p ; p′) : com(; v :V )
In the remaining cases we omit explicit appeal to induction.
• If the penultimate rule is (rec) then the derivation has the form
··· *
'; P :com()B q : com()
(rec)
'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T )
(com sta)
'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T; v :V )
Instantiating (rec) with x :T := (x :T; v :V ) we get
··· *
'; P :com()B q : com()
(rec)
'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T; v :V )
All other rules are treated like (seq) or (rec) and we omit them, except for (call)
and (proc) for ease of reference in the proof of Theorem 7.9.
• For rule (call), a derivation of the form
··· *
'; B e : proc(x :T var y :U )
··· 5
'; B e′ : T ′
(call)
'B call e(e′; w) : com()
(com sta)
'B call e(e′; w) : com(; v :V )
can be replaced by the following:
··· *
'; B e : proc(x :T var y :U )
(exp sta)
'; ; v :V B e : proc(x :T var y :U )
··· 5
'; B e′ : T ′
(exp sta)
'; ; v :V B e′ : T ′
(call)
'B call e(e′; w) : com(; v :V )
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• For rule (proc), a derivation of the form
··· *
'Bp : com(x :T; y :U; z :V )
(proc)
'; B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T var y :U )
(exp sta)
'; ; v :V B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T; var y :U )
can be replaced using the instantion  := ; v :V of (proc):
··· *
'Bp : com(x :T; y :U; z :V )
(proc)
'; ; v :V B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T; var y :U )
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 7.9
By Theorem 4.4, canonical derivations are unique. We show by induction on deriva-
tions that any derivation can be transformed to a canonical one with the same in-
terpretation. More speci3cally, we show that semantics is preserved by each of the
transformations in the proof of Lemma 4.5.
No complications arise with environment-extension rules (see [37] for those), so the
rest of the proof deals with state-extension rules, by cases on the penultimate rule
as in the proof of Lemma 4.5. In each case we start with the semantics of the un-
transformed derivation, showing that it is equal to the semantics of the transformed
derivation. Context and types are sometimes omitted where not relevant.
• For (abstract) we have for any #; 6
<'; ; v :V B ([Q • e)=6:#
= () * : : <'; ∅B e=6[Q →*]:∗) sem. (abstract)
= () * : : <'; ∅B e=6[Q →*]:∗) induction hypothesis (ii), Theorem 7.8
= <'; B ([Q • e)=6:(#  v) sem. (abstract)
= <'; ; v :V B ([Q • e)=6:# sem. (exp sta)
Note that in the induction step, we use that <'; ∅B e= = <'; ∅B e= where the 3rst
<'; ∅B e= is that given by the non-canonical derivation. Because dependence of < − =
on derivations is not visible in the notation, we omit the induction step in the cases
below.
• For (proc), we use v :W for the extension variable, to avoid collision with z :V in
the rule. We have for any #; 6
<'; ; v :W B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T var y :U )=6:#
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= sem. (exp sta)
<'; B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T var y :U )=6:(#  v)
= sem. (proc)
〈<'Bp : com(x; y; z)=6 ; x; var y; z :V 〉
= sem. (proc)
<'; ; v :W B (pro x :T var y :U • p) : proc(x :T var y :U )=6:#
Note that this works because the meaning of a procedure value depends on the state
space of the body, but not on the state space in which it occurs (i.e  in the conclusion
of (proc) is arbitrary).
• For rule (rec) we have
<'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T; v :V )=6
= <'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T )=6 ⊗ idv sem. (com sta)
= (7 f : : <'; P :com()B q : com()=6[P →f])⊗ idx ⊗ idv sem. (rec)
= (7 f : : <'; P :com()B q : com()=6[P →f])⊗ idx;v Lemma 5.3
= <'B (rec P :com() • q) : com(; x :T; v :V )=6 sem. (rec)
• For (let), we have
<'B (let Q : T = e • p) : com(; v :V )=6
= <'B (let Q : T = e • p) : com()=6 ⊗ idv sem. (com sta)
= <'Bp : com()=6[Q →[';∅B e:T ]6:∗] ⊗ idv sem. (let)
= <'Bp : com(; v :V )=6[Q →[';∅B e:T ]6:∗] sem. (com sta)
= <'B (let Q : T = e • p) : com(; v :V )=6 sem. (let)
• The proof for (aux) is a straightforward calculation using the de3nition of ∃ and
Lemma 5.4(19).
• (prescript) is a chore. We have for any #; ’
#∈ <(fra x pre R post R′) : com(; x :T; v :V )= : ’
≡ #  v ∈ <(fra x pre R post R′) : com(; x :T )= : ’[v# # : v] sem.(com sta)
≡ #  v ∈ <R : pr(; x)= ∧ #  v ∈ (∀x • <R : pr(; x)= ≈¿ ’[v# #:v]) † x sem.(prescript)
≡ def † twice, Lemma 5.2(12)
# ∈ <R : pr(; x)= † v ∧ # ∈ (∀x • (<R : pr(; x)= ≈¿ ’[v# #:v]) † v) † x
≡ from def ≈¿ and (11)
# ∈ <R : pr(; x)= † v ∧ # ∈ (∀x • <R : pr(; x)= † v≈¿ ’[v# #:v] † v) † x
≡ # ∈ <R : pr(; x)= † v ∧ # ∈ (∀x • <R : pr(; x)= † v≈¿ ’) † x see below
≡ # ∈ <R : pr(; x; v)= ∧ # ∈ (∀x • <R : pr(; x; v)= ≈¿ ’) † x sem.(pred sta)
≡ # ∈ <(fra x pre R post R′) : com(; x :T; v :V )=:’ sem.(prescript)
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Now we have
# ∈ (∀x • <R : pr(; x)= † v≈¿ ’[v# #:v] † v) † x
≡ (∗) (∀2 : #  x = 2  x : ↑ 2 ∩ <R= † v⊆’[v# #:v] † v) defs. † ;∀, #:v = 2:v
≡ (+) (∀2 : #  x = 2  x : ↑ 2 ∩ <R= † v⊆’) below
≡ # ∈ (∀x • <R : pr(; x)= † v≈¿ ’) † x defs. † ;∀
We have (∗) ⇒ (+) because for any ; ∈↑ 2 ∩ <R= † v
; ∈ ’[v# 2:v] † v
≡ ;  v[v → 2:v] ∈ ’ defs. † ;#
⇒ ; ∈ ’ 2  p, ’ updeal
For (+) ⇒ (∗) we need ; ∈↑ 2 ∩ <R= † v ⇒ ; ∈ ’[v# 2:v] † v, for all ;. That
is, we need 2  p and ;  v ∈ <R= to imply ;  v[v# 2:v] ∈ ’. The consequent follows
from ↑ 2 ∩ <R= † v⊆’ (from (+)) because ;  v[v# 2:v]  2 and ;  v[v# 2:v] ∈ <R= † v
(the latter being equivalent to ;  v[v# 2:v]  v ∈ <R=, that is ;  v ∈ <R=).
• An interesting case is (seq), as ⊗ does not preserve composition in general [34,36].
For any #; ’ we have
#∈ <(p ; q):com(; v :V )= : ’
≡ #  v∈ <(p ; q):com()= : ’[v# #:v] sem.(com sta), def (⊗idv)(16)
≡ #  v∈ <p :com()=:(<q :com()= : ’[v# #:v]) sem. (seq)
≡ #  v∈ <p :com()=:((<q :com()= ⊗ idv) : ’)[v# #:v] claim below
≡ #  v∈ <p :com()=:(<q :com(; v :V )= : ’)[v# #:v] sem. (com sta)
≡ #∈ <p :com(; v :V )=:(<q :com(; v :V )= : ’) sem. (com sta)
≡ #∈ <(p ; q):com(; v :V )=:’ sem. (seq)
The claim is
<q : com()=:’[v# #:v] = ((<q : com()= ⊗ idv):’)[v# #:v]
which holds because for any 2 ∈ <=
2 ∈ <q : com()=:’[v# #:v]
≡ 2[v → #:v]  v ∈ <q : com()=:’[v# #:v] v is not in dom:, so 2[v → : : :]  v = 2
≡ 2[v → #:v] ∈ (<q : com()= ⊗ idv):’ def (⊗id), 2[v → #:v]:v = #:v
≡ 2 ∈ ((<q : com()= ⊗ idv):’)[v# #:v] def #
• For (var), we have
# ∈ <(var x :T • p) : com(; v :V )=:’
≡ # ∈ (<(var x :T • p) : com()= ⊗ idv):’ sem. (com state)
≡ #  v ∈ <(var x :T • p) : com()=:’[v# #:v] def (⊗id)
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≡ #  v ∈ (∀ x • <p : com(; x :T )= : (’[v# #:v] † x)) sem. (var)
≡ #  v ∈ (∀ x • <p : com(; x :T )= : (’ † x)[v# #:v]) Lemma 5.4(19)
≡ Lemma 5.5, Lemma 5.2(12), def †
# ∈ (∀ x • (<p : com(; x :T )= ⊗ idv) : ((’ † x)[v# #:v] † v))
≡ (∀ 2 : # = 2  x : 2 ∈ (<p : com(; x :T )= ⊗ idv) : ((’ † x)[v# #:v] † v)) def ∀
≡ (40) below, with #; ’ := 2; (’ † x) etc.
(∀ 2 : # = 2  x : 2 ∈ (<p : com(; x :T )= ⊗ idv) : (’ † x))
≡ # ∈ (∀ x • (<p : com(; x :T )= ⊗ idv) : (’ † x)) def ∀
≡ # ∈ (∀ x • <p : com(; v :V; x :T )= : (’ † x)) sem. (com sta)
≡ # ∈ <(var x :T • p) : com(; v :V )= : ’ sem. (var)
We used a rather specialized lemma that is also used below for (call):
# ∈ (f ⊗ idv):(’[v# #:v] † v) ≡ # ∈ (f ⊗ idv):’ for all #; f; ’: (40)
This holds because
# ∈ (f ⊗ idv) : (’[v# #:v] † v)
≡ #  v ∈ f : (’[v# #:v] † v)[v# #:v] def (⊗id)
≡ #  v ∈ f:’[v# #:v] Lemma 5.4(18)
≡ # ∈ (f ⊗ idv):’ def (⊗id)
• For (call), lemma (40) comes into play because the semantics of (call) involves
semantics of local variables (Theorem 8.11). An appealing way to prove coherence for
(call) is to use a law like Theorem 8.11 to reduce calls to other constructs, for which
coherence is simpler to prove. Careful formalization of this idea would require signif-
icant extra work, because many of the results in this paper are formulated in terms of
the semantics <− = rather than in terms of the mathematical operators used for formulate
it. The reader may prefer to prove coherence for (call) without parameters, rather than
reading the lengthy calculation for the general case. The gist of the calculation is to
unwind the de3nitions and then use (40). Quite a few manipulations are needed in
order to get formulas to which (40) is applicable.
We need to assume that z is disjoint from v — and that is why (com sta) is only
for Locals, which are assumed disjoint from the Globals that can be external variables
z of procedure values.
If z is not in scope then the semantics of both derivations is divergence. Assuming
z in scope we have for any #; ’
# ∈ <call e(e′; w) : com(; v :W )= : ’
≡ sem. (com sta)
#  v ∈ <call e(e′; w) : com()= : ’[v# #:v]
≡ sem. (25) (call)
wp:(#  v) : <B e= : <B e′= : w : (’[v# #:v])
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≡ def (26) wp, z in scope
(#  v) ∈ wpc : <B e= : <B e′=:w:(’[v# #:v])
≡ def (29) wpc, <B e= : (#  v) = 〈f; z〉, dom: = z; w; t
(#  v)[x; y → <e′= : (#  v); #:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t) : (’[v# #:v] † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]
≡ defs →; 
#[x; y → <e′= : (#  v); #:w]  v ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t) : (’[v# #:v] † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]
≡ def †
#[x; y → <e′= : (#  v); #:w] ∈ ((f ⊗ idw;t) : (’[v# #:v] † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]) † v
≡ Lemma 5.5
#[x; y → <e′= : (#  v); #:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t ⊗ idv) : (’[v# #:v] † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ] † v
≡ Lemma 5.4(19)
#[x; y → <e′= : (#  v); #:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t ⊗ idv) : (’ † x; y)[v# #:v][w :≈ yˆ] † v
≡ Lemma 5.4(20), yˆ disjoint from v
#[x; y → <e′= : (#  v); #:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t ⊗ idv) : (’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ][v# #:v] † v
≡ (40) with f := (f ⊗ idw;t), ’ := (’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]
#[x; y → <e′= : (#  v); #:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t ⊗ idv) : (’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]
≡ sem. (exp sta), id⊗ id = id (Lemma 5.3)
#[x; y → <; vB e′=:#; #:w] ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t;v) : (’ † x; y)[w :≈ yˆ]
≡ def (29) wpc, Note below
# ∈ wpc : <; vB e= : <; vB e=:w:’
≡ def wp, z in scope
wp:#:<; vB e= : <; vB e′=:w:’
≡ sem. (call)
# ∈ <call e(e′; w) : com(; v :W )= : ’
Note. Observe 3rst that <B e=:(#  v) = <; vB e=:# by (exp sta). This justi3es the
f; t; z in the noted step being the same as in the calculation for the non-transformed
derivation.
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